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1. INTRODUCTION



1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance has proved a powerful method for

studying molecular reorientation processes in solids. By taking measure¬

ments over a wide range of temperatures it is in general possible to

obtain information on both the rate end form of hindered molecular

motion. It is also possible to estimate the magnitudes of the potential

barriers hindering the various reorientation processes which may occur.

Virile solids consisting of small molecules may be expected to be

of considerable interest in this connection, comparatively little or no

information has been obtained for many of the smallest (Andrew, 196i).

This may in some measure be ascribed to the fact that most of these sub-

tances are gaseous at room temperature which makes sample handling

techniques slightly more difficult than for samples which are solids or

liquids under similar conditions and also to the fact that, in many

cases, the working temperature range needs to be extended to liquid

hydrogen or liquid helium temperatures. This thesis is concerned with

the investigation of some substances of this type.

The four substances which have been investigated are cyclopropane,

cyclobutane, ethylene and n-butane. Considerable molecular reorien¬

tation has been found to occur well below the melting point in all of

them. In cyclobutane and n-butane information has been obtained on

motional changes associated with the solid state phase transitions which

these substances exhibit. The importance of reorientation by quantum

mechanical tunnelling through hindering potential barriers has been

investigated for ethylene and n-butane.
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2. THEORY

2.1 Introduction

Since several excellent books and review articles have been pub¬

lished, e.g. Andrew (l955)» Pake (1956)» Abragam (l96l), which treat the

theory of nuclear magnetic resonance in bulk matter in detail, only the

theory necessary for the interpretation of the experiments described in

this thesis Y/ill be given. The reader is referred in particular to the

recent comprehensive treatment of Abragam (l$61), for further details.

In the experiments observations were made of the proton magnetic

resonance in the samples, which were in polycrystalline form. The

protons were effectively the only magnetic nuclei present. Both

absorption spectra and spin-lattice relaxation time measurements were

made using the continuous wave (C..,) method.

2.2 Spectral Line-shapes and Line-widths

2.2.1 Pip-id Lattice

In general the nuclear magnetic resonance absorption spectrum for

a system of magnetic nuclei of spin I in a large external magnetic field

H0 has a finite line-width. If the nuclei have I = -g- and are rigidly

fixed in the lattice and provided H0 is sufficiently homogeneous (and
not extremely large) then the line-width is determined by the dipolar

interactions between the nuclei. In certain cases the spectrum may be

broadened and rendered asymmetrical by an anisotropic chemical shift

due to the diamagnetic screening effects of the electronic environment.
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This effect is unimportant for protons in fields of order 10 G. as

used in these experiments (Andrew 1963)•

For a system of spins in a magnetic field Hc (along the z axis) the

Hamiltonian may be written,

U --tfH.lv I
j j>k

.2 2

r 3LjkJ
[j.fk " 3^j*rtjk^Ik*rjk' (2.1)

where

and

y is the gyromagnetic ratio

r., is the internuclear distanceJk

r., is the corresponding unit vector

The first term in J4; represents the interaction of the nuclei with the

external field and is usually termed the Zeeman Hamiltonian while the

second, term i3 the perturbing Hamiltonian due to the dipolar inter¬

action.

It is only possible to obtain the perturbed energy eigenvalues in

certain relatively simple cases when the nuclei occur in small fairly

isolated groups. The two spin system was treated by Pake (lSAG)• As

is usual in two spin problems the unperturbed states of the Zeeman

Kamiltonian may be divided into anti-symmetric singlet and symmetric

triplet states. It is only necessary to consider the triplet states

as transitions between singlet and triplet states are highly forbidden.

The perturbed energy eigenstates may then be found in first order using

the part of the expanded dipolar Hamiltonian which is diagonal in the

Zeeman representation. For spin ^ nuclei a pair of lines is predicted

given by
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\2
hv> = yhH0 1 f *Hr (l - 3 COS^ 9) (2.2)4- jO

where 9 is the angle the intemuclear vector r makes with the applied

field H0.

Pake (1948) verified this expression in a study of crystal hydrates

in "which the protons in the water molecules approximate to isolated

pairs. For a polycrystalline sample of this type the absorption spec¬

trum is given by the sum of a large number of doublets corresponding to

different orientations of the internuclear vectors and is a double

humped curve with the separation between the peaks approximately given

by \ • "4r • The broadening due to the small interactions between2 r3

adjacent pairs may be allowed for in a semi-quantitative way.

It is not actually necessary that the two protons be rigidly fixed

in the lattice as transitions are only considered between the symmetric

triplet levels and thus an interchange of the protons will not affect

the spectrum of isolated pairs. It is interesting that recent measure¬

ments by Holcomb and Federsen (1962) on a single crystal of gypsum (one

of the crystal species used by Pake in verifying equation (2.2)), have

revealed that the proton pairs are actually executing 180° flip reorien¬

tations at a rate greater than 10^ c/s, at room temperature. This type

of behaviour is thought to be general in hydrated crystals. The only

effect on the absorption spectrum is a reduction in the small inter¬

action between adjacent pairs. Tire two spin problem has been discussed

in some detail as it has important bearings on some of the experimental

results to be described.
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The perturbation problem has been solved for certain cases of

three identical nuclei by Andrew and Bersohn (1950) and Andrew and

Finch (1957) and also for certain cases of four identical nuclei by

Itoh et.al. (i953) and Bersohn and Gutowsky (1954). It would be pro¬

hibitively tedious, and also less regarding, to solve the problem for

larger spin arrays as the groups are generally not in fact isolated

and the detail of the theoretical spectrum is smeared out by the intern-

actions between neighbouring groups.

Van Vleck (l948) has, however, obtained rigorous expressions for

the mean square width or second moment and also for the fourth moment

of the absorption spectrum in the general case, in a way ydiich does not

involve finding the eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian.

If the absorption spectrum is described by a normalized shape

function g(y - centred at then the n'th moment about the centre

is defined as

Mn = J (v-vjn g(v- vj d(»-HJ (2.3)
- oO

In terms of field strength rather than frequency this becomes

Mn = J hn g(h) dh (2.4)
- cO

where h = Hc - H R

= 2x (v - vR)
Y

The theoretical calculation makes use of a diagonal sum method.

As mentioned in the two spin case only the secular (or diagonal) part

of the perturbation Hamiltonian is retained as the non-secular part
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gives rise to unobservably weak settelite lines at multiples of the

Larmor frequency, which must be ignored.

In practice, the second moment is of most value in studying pro¬

blems of structure and molecular motion. For a single crystal con¬

taining only one type of magnetic nucleus the result obtained in units

of magnetic field squared is

L2 = | 1(1 + 1) yttr1 I (3 cos? ©Jk - 1)2 rJk"6 (2.3)
j'k

where N is the number of nuclei over which the sum is taken. For a

polycrystalline sample the angular factor must be averaged over all

directions. This gives
'

*2 ■ | 1(1 + 1) I r.k~6 (2.6)
j>k

These expressions have received anple experimental verification and

have been of considerable use in structural determinations.

The evaluation of the theoretical mean square width for nuclei in

a molecular crystal is conveniently split into two parts. The so-called

intra-molecular contribution (denoted K^') corresponds to interactions
between nuclei within a single molecule while the inter-molecular con¬

tribution O'g") corresponds to interactions between nuclei in neigh¬
bouring molecules. In evaluating the inter-molecular contribution it

is necessary to sum over all the nuclei in each unit cell and in neigh¬

bouring unit cells. Fortunately these sums converge fairly rapidly and

symmetry within the unit cell often further reduces the computation

involved.

A weakness of the method of moments is that a fairly large
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contribution to the experimental value comes from the tails of the

absorption spectra, where part of the signal may be lost in the noise.

For this reason the signal to noise ratio should always be as high as

possible.

2.2.2 Kotion of the Tpins in the Lattice

As mentioned in Section (1) it is often found that molecular

motion occurs in solids. Before discussing how such motion affects the

dipolar interactions, and hence the absorption spectrum, brief mention

will be made of the types of motion which can occur.

If a molecule possesses an n-fold axis of symmetry its motion

about this axis in the lattice will be restricted by an n-fold periodic

potential barrier. Such molecules will execute torsional oscillations

about the symmetry axis, either in the ground state or in various

excited torsional states. These oscillations will be of high frequency
1 2(>10"" c/s) and may be detected by Infra-red or Raman spectroscopy

methods. The molecules may also reorient about the symmetry axis either

by tunnelling through the potential barrier, or by being excited into

torsional states above the barrier when classical rotation can occur.

The latter process may clearly be expected to be temperature activated,

and the reorientation rate may be expected to vary over a wide range of

frequencies. If the molecules possess more than one symmetry axis then

combinations of reorientation processes may occur, while if they possess

no symmetry axis then only classical reorientation processes will be
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important. Finally it is possible for self-diffusion of globular

molecules through the lattice to take place (e.g. Andrew, i960. This

process is very often found when the molecules exhibit isotropic

reorientation about their centres of mass.

Peturning to the discussion of the .Absorption Spectrum it is clear

that when molecular motion is occurring in the lattice the internuclear

vectors vary in direction and, in certain cases, in magnitude with

time. For a rigid molecule which is reorienting, the intra-molecular

internuclear vectors vary only in direction. As the angle 9., in

equation (2.5) for the mean square width is a function of time it
2 2

appears necessary to replace the term (3 cos 9- 1) by its mean

value over the motion. Following this line of reasoning Gutowsky and

Pake (l550) have shown that provided the molecules are reorienting suf¬

ficiently rapidly about an axis of n-fold symmetry where n > 3» then

for a polycrystalline specimen every term in the intra-molecular sum in

equation (2.6) should be multiplied by a reduction factor

f3 = [-5(3 cos2 Yjk * OJ2 (2.7)
where is the angle the internuclear vector makes -with the axis of

reorientation. This corresponds to ignoring the time dependent terms
2 2

now involved in the factor (3 cos 9 - 1) for each nuclear pair,jiC

since their mean value is zero.

It can be shown on quite general grounds (e.g. Abragam, 1961, p 453)

that the second moment should be invariant irrespective of any motion

which may occur in the lattice while the higher moments should be
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increased. The motion thus alters the shape of the absorption spec¬

trum giving rise to a narrowed central portion and extended tails.

Experimental evidence bearing on this point has been obtained by

Andrew, Bradbury and Fades (l 958, 1959) in which a single crystal of

sodium chloride was macroscopically rotated at various uniform rates

about a suitable axis. A narrowed central line flanked by sidebands

was observed, "//hen the contributions due to the sidebands were

included, the second moment was found to be the same as for the

stationary crystal. As the rate of rotation was increased the side¬

bands moved further away from the line centre and their intensity

became correspondingly diminished. The uniform rotation makes the

dipolar Hamlltonian periodic and this may be regarded as frequency-

modulating the Larmor frequency.

For molecules reorienting in a crystal the rotation is of a random

nature and the resultant sidebands are distributed over- a range of fre¬

quencies. If the motion is sufficiently rapid the sidebands (tails)
become unobservably week and only the narrowed central portion of the

line is recorded.

In such a case the reduction factor (2.7) may be used in the

theoretical calculations of the second moment and this often enables

the form of molecular motion to be elucidated. The neglect of the

time-dependent terms in the dipolar Hamiltcnian is similar in a sense

to the truncation of the Hamiltonian employed in the deduction of the

expression for the second moment. Both procedures eliminate from the
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second moment expression,contributions which are experimentally unob-

servable (/.bragam, 1 961 , p 453).

The criterion of the motion being sufficiently rapid to render

only the narrow central portion of the line observable is that the rate

of molecular reorientation must be much larger than the dipolar inter¬

action expressed in frequency units. Typically for protons this means

that the reorientation rate must be greater than about 1(A to 10^ c/s.

When studying the second moment as a function of temperature in any

substance, it is clearly only possible to make reliable deductions from

values obtained well away from temperature regions in which any line-

narrowing occurs.

This method does not distinguish between free rotation or dis¬

continuous random motion about an axis of n-fold symmetry for n 3s 3.

(Clearly, also, the reorientation energy must diffuse among the mole¬

cules at a rate much greater than the mean reorientation frequency so

that all the molecules effectively participate in the process).

In the case of reorientation about a two-fold axis the reduction

factor (2.7) does not apply (unless free classical rotation is occurring).

For a polycrystalline sanple the correct reduction factor in this case

is, (Eades, 1952)

f 2 = (1 - 3 sin2 Yjk cos^ r^k) (2.8)
When y ,, , "the angle between the axis of reorientation and the inter-Jk

nuclear vector, is 0 or no reduction in the contribution to the

intra-molecular second moment is predicted. The fact that no reduction
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occurs in the latter case because of the symmetry properties of the

two spin triplet state, was mentioned in Section 2.2.1.

The reduction factors (2.7) and (2.8) may only be used to calcu¬

late the reduction in the intra-molecular contribution to the second

moment. In evaluating the motionally reduced inter-molecular con¬

tribution when both 6^ and r^ in equation (2.5) are time-dependent,
it is necessary to use the more general expression deduced by .Andrew

and Eades (l 553a) and quoted in Appendix (l). In applying this

expression it is usually necessary to make certain approximations

because of tho amount of computation involved.

Finally in this section the effects of torsional oscillations on

the second moment of the absorption spectrum will be mentioned. These

effects may only be expected to be significant when the anplitude of

the torsional oscillation is relatively large as in cases in which the

moment of inertia of the oscillating molecule or group is small.

This problem has been treated by Andrew (l950) and has (1957).

It is necessary to average the angular factor in equation (2.5) over

the torsional motion. Considering only the contribution due to dipolar

interactions within the oscillating group and assuming that the axis

of torsion is perpendicular to the internuclear vectors Das (1957)

obtains the following expression for the reduction factor in a poly*-

crystalline solid

? , 111 <v> / n 0>
J " 9 n2V0 ^2#9^

where VQ is the height of the n-fola potential barrier and <V> is the
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average potential energy of the oscillating group.

It is possible to estimate <y> using an harmonic oscillator approxi¬

mation. Further mention of the reduction in second moment due to this

type of motion is given in Section (8) in the discussion of the results

obtained with ethylene, the only case in the present work in v;hich this

correction was necessary.

2.3 rpin-Lattice I.elaxation v.hen motion of the spins is occurring

Spin-lattice relaxation is the tem used to describe the process

by which energy is exchanged between the nuclear spin system and the

lattice, tending to bring them into thermal equilibrium. In this pro¬

cess it is necessary for a lattice mechanism to induce transitions

between the nuclear magnetic energy levels. It can be readily shown

(e.g. .Andrew 1555) that the isolated spin system then exponentially

approaches thermal equilibrium with the lattice with a time constant
*1

tt— , where Vv is the average transition probability. Thi3 time constant

is called the spin-lattice relaxation time T .
1

In non-metallic fluids the fluctuating local fields caused by the

Brownian motion of the molecules are found to be dominant in the

relaxation mechanism. The theory of spin-lattice relaxation in fluids

was developed by Bloembergen, Furcell and Found (B.F.P.) (l948) who

made use of the theory of random functions. It has been slightly modi¬

fied by Kubo and Tomita (l954) and Solomon (l555). The theory has

been found to be applicable in many solids in which molecular motion is
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occurring, especially in cases in which the interactions responsible for

the relaxation process may be considered to be confined to a pair or

other small group of nuclei.

In the B.P.I. theory the Fourier intensities of the nuclear

position functions are calculated in terms of a correlation time for the

molecular motion. This con-elation time y may be regarded as the time
c

required for the nuclear position coordinates to change significantly

(and is of the order of time it takes for a molecule to turn through a

radian). Hence the total probability of induced transitions in the spin

system by this mechanism may be obtained and this gives the spin-lattice

relaxation time directly, as mentioned above. In the treatment it is

necessary to consider both single transitions attJD, the nuclear Larmor

frequency and double transitions at 2WQ which are made possible by the

motion. It is the off-diagonal part of the dipolar Hamiltonian which is

responsible for inducing the transitions.

The result obtained in terms of the correlation time T is
c

1 «= c [ Tc + Tc ] (2.10)
1 1 +UoT0 1 + Wo0 Te

C| is a constant which, for the case of random rotational motion, was
found by B.P.P. (lS48) to be given by

C1 = | Y4 1(1 + 1) [ b^"6 (2.11)
3

where b^. is the distance between a typical nucleus and neighbouring nuclei
in a molecule. The intermolccular contributions to the relaxation pro¬

cess are often much smaller than the intra-molecular contributions and
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may be ignored except when molecular diffusion is occurring. It is not

strictly correct to assume that a single correlation time applies to

different nuclear pairs, but this is done for simplicity. That a single

correlation time may be used to describe a large collection of molecules

is in any case a simplifying assumption, but agreement with experiment

has been satisfactory. For a proton pair executing random rotational

motion (2.11) reduces to

c, -$> 4- <2-i2>
D

where b is the interproton distance

Considering equation (2.10) two extremes may be distinguished.
2 2

.vhen the correlation time of the motion is short andU)0 fc 1 then
(2.10) reduces to

I-5C, Tc (2.13)
o Q

When the correlation time is long 8nd^0^7' ^ 1 (2.10) may be writtenc

1 2 CAi =—2~ (2-14)T1
A minimum value for T is predicted when tOoT = O.61.

1 c •

Then deducing correlation times from measured relaxation times it is

sometimes possible to use the value of C, given by (2.11), but it is pre¬

ferable to estimate from the experimentally determined value of

(T ) min., if a minimum is observed.

Finally it may be mentioned that when the lattice is effectively

rigid T is usually very long. The relaxation process in such a system

has been shown to be primarily due to small traces of paramagnetic

impurity (Bloembergen, 1949).
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2.4 Saturation Effects

So far in this discussion the effect of the perturbing r.f. field

at, or near,the nuclear Larmor frequency has not been considered beyond

that it is the means by which information about the spin system may be

obtained. In making measurements using the C.W. method it is desirable

in general to keep the r.f. field fairly small so that the spin system

is disturbed as little as possible.

A spin temperature may be defined in terms of the relative popu¬

lations of the energy levels of the system. Taking a slightly simpli¬

fied view of the situation the absorption of energy from the r.f. field

results in a change in these populations and a consequent rise in the

spin temperature. Equilibrium is reached, with the spin system at some

temperature above the lattice temperature, when the rate of absorption

of energy from the r.f. field is equal to the rate at which energy is

dissipated to the lattice by the spin-lattice relaxation mechanism.

Strictly the concept of spin temperature is only really valid in the

absence of the r.f. field inducing transitions and when no transverse

components of magnetization exist (Abragam, 1 561 , p 134). The simpli¬

fied picture indicates that saturation effects will occur.

Statistically the spin system may be described by a density matrix.

With no r.f. field present the diagonal elements correspond to the

populations of the various energy levels. The r.f. field then has the

effect of giving the magnetization transverse components at right angles

to H0 and there are correspondingly off-diagonal elements in the density
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matrix. On switching off the r.f. field the off-diagonal elements decay

with a characteristic time called the spin-spin relaxation time,

about which a little more will be said later in this section. The

diagonal elements assume the values given by the Boltzmann distribution

with characteristic time T .

1

For a system of effectively isolated spins each spin is an element

of a statistical ensemble describable by a (21 + 1 ) x (21 + 1) density

matrix, When the spins are all tightly coupled together as in a rigid

solid it is necessary to treat the whole system of N spins collectively

as an element of a statistical ensemble described by a (21 + 1 Y x

/ \N
(21 + 1; density matrix. As may be expected the latter case is con¬

siderably more difficult to deal with than the former. A useful con¬

cept in considering the effects of r.f. fields in a tightly coupled

spin-3ystem is that of spin temperature in the rotating frame intro¬

duced by Kedl'ield (l555)» It is outside the scope of the present dis¬

cussion to pursue this topic however.

For simplicity the spin system will be regarded as approximating

to a collection of individual spins with negligible interactions. If a

magnetic field Hc is applied along the z-airection then in the absence

of an r.f. field the sample magnetization is

\ - % =XoH0 (2.15)
where)£0 is the static nuclear susceptibility

M = M =0
x y

When an r.f. field of amplitude H is applied perpendicular to H0 at,1
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or very near, the Larmor frequency, then in the equilibrium state

mentioned above I.' will have a value different from MQ and transverse
Z

components of magnetization will exist.

By considering the energy level populations and the probability

of induced transitions by the r.f. field and considering also the com¬

peting process of spin-lattice relaxation the following relationship

may be deduced,

=

TTTpti (2.16)
where P is the probability per unit time for r.f. induced transitions.

From radiation theory the following egression is obtained for P,

P = IY2 n* f (w) (2.17)
where f (u») is the normalized line shape function. Clearly for large

H the ratio -— will become quite small.
1 Mo

The term on the right of (2.16) is termed the saturation factor Z

Z = 1 + y2 H 2 T 7c f (U) (2.18)1 1

The quantity % f (u)c) is defined as the spin-spin interaction time T^
and is a measure of the lifetime of a nuclear spin state.

This saturation effect affords a means of conparing spin-lattice

relaxation times in a sample, at different temperatures. While there is

no real justification for applying these relations to solids in which

comparatively tight coupling of the spins exists, the results obtained

experimentally using this method are usually in quite fair agreement

with values obtained directly using transient methods, (/bragam, 1 961 ;

P ^53» Powles, 1963).
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3. TXFEEIIiTNT/' L /HP/RATUT 'MP TTCHNI^UFS

3.1 The IT.?'. P. Spectrometer

The equipment used to study the proton magnetic resonance was of

the conventional C. . type using on r.f. bridge. " block diagram of

this equipment is given in Figure 1.

The permanent magnet used was designed for broad line n.m.r. work

in solids and has been described by Andrew and Pushworth (l955). The

pole face diameter is eight inches and the gap two inches. The field

for the experiments described in this thesis was 5>300 Gauss and at

best the homogeneity was approximately 0.25 Gauss/cm . The proton

resonance frequency in this field is 22.6 Mc/s. In order to sweep the

magnetic field by up to 40 Gauss, current from a bank of storage

batteries was passed through the original magnetizing coils. This

current could be slowly and continuously varied by a motor driven

potentiometer. Modulation of the field by up to several gauss was

accomplished by means of two coils, each consisting of 1,000 turns of

22 SAG copper wire wound on ebonite formers, which were clamped around

the pole caps. The modulation current was supplied by a special 25 c/s

audio-oscillator through a suitable power amplifier designed to give

minimum distortion and which was capable of delivering 15 watts at 25 c/s

into the modulation coils (Eades, 1952).

Two commercial electronic units apart from H.T. and L.T. power

supplies were used in the equipment, namely the Signal Generator and

the Receiver. The Signal Generator was an Airmec type 201 unit with an
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output level continuously variable from 1 pV to 1.1V R.M.S. and an out¬

put impedance of 75 ohms. (This instrument has internal frequency cali¬

bration facilities). The Receiver, an Eddystone "680" Communications

model, was used to amplify and detect the signal. /n external meter

was used to monitor the second detector current and this gave an indi¬

cation of the carrier level. The bandwidth used was 10 Kc/s (24 db

down) which was sufficient for oscilloscope display. Well smoothed

external H.T. and L.T. power supplies were used to run both these units

to eliminate any spurious 50 c/s modulation effects. Solartron AS517

High stability H.T. power supplies and Advance (DC2) 6V D.C. supplies

were used for this purpose.

The r.f. bridge was of the twin-T type (Anderson, 1945) and was

housed in a rigid tinned copper box. The use of high quality components,

internal shielding and overall rigidity of construction gave very satis¬

factory stability in operation. This type of bridge has the advantage

of orthogonality of adjustment for resistive and reactive balance. In

practice the bridge was adjusted for exact phase balance and roughly a

40 db down amplitude balance so that the absorption spectrum could be

recorded. The coil containing the resonant nuclei in the magnet gap was

connected to the rest of the bridge by a suitable co-axial lead (Section

3.2).

In order to improve the signal to noise ratio the Receiver was

preceded by a low noise pre-anplifier. A cascode pre-anplifier

employing a Kullard E88 cc special quality twin-triode was constructed
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for this purpose. It was housed in a shielded section of the copper

box containing the twin-T bridge.

The circuit was a modification of the original cascoae circuit

proposed by Wallman, MacNee, and Gadsen (1948) end enployed a grounded

cathode stage B.C. coupled to a grounded grid stage. Transformer

coupling of input and output was used end tuning of these circuits to

the centre frequency ensured a narrow bandwidth and high gain. The

turns ratio of the input transformer was chosen to transform the source

conductance to near the optimum value for low noise figure.

The E88 cc has a high mutual conductance and hence a low equiva¬

lent noise resistance Feq. Under operating conditions Keq was approxi¬

mately 300 ohms and this ensured a good noise figure.

The noise figure of the pre-amplifier was measured using a Marconi

type TF 987/1 Noise Generator. This instrument is calibrated directly

in noise factor and the measurement was made using the Eddystone receiver

second detector current as a means of comparing noise power after it had

been verified, by varying the Noise Generator output, that this pro¬

cedure was sufficiently linear for the purpose. The input tuned circuit

was tuned to a slightly lower frequency than the frequency at which

measurements were made, for minimum noise factor. The best value of

noise factor obtained for the r.f. system was approximately 1.5 db

which was very satisfactory.

It is important that matching between bridge output and pre¬

amplifier be as near optimum as possible. The input stage of the cascode
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was designed to achieve this and empirical adjustment of the bridge

component values was also carried out to give best results.

After the cascoue stage another stage of r.f. amplification was

employed before the signal was fed into the Zddystone receiver. This

circuit used a Mullard EF 54 aligned grid pentode with tuneu input and

output circuits.

The output of the receiver was displayed on an oscilloscope and

strong narrow absorption lines could be observed in this way using a

modulation amplitude several times larger than the line-width.

For broad lines which were lost in the noise in the oscilloscope

display the phase sensitive detector (or lock-in amplifier) was used.

This method allows the use of bandwiaths of a fraction of a cycle per

seconu. The circuit employed was essentially the same as the one used

by Bloembergen (1948) based on the design of Bicke (l94o) and consisted

of a narrow band amplifier, followea by a balanced mixer stage in which

the signal was mixed with a reference signal derived from the 25 c/s

modulation oscillator. The output stage was a balanced B.C. amplifier

driving an Evershed recording microammeter. In recording, spectra the

field modulation amplitude was made much smaller than the absorption

line-width while the field itself was slowly swept through resonance

so that the first derivative of the absorption curve was obtained.

The effective bandwidth B was determined by the time-constant T of the

circuits between the mixer stage and the output stage where B ~ . By

switching various fi C circuits four values of J were available and these
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were 0.5, 3> 5 and 8 seconds. A cathode follower stage for matching

purposes was used between the Eddystone Receiver and the Lock-in

anplifier input.

The field sweep current was measured using a millivoltmeter

shunted by a 0.2 ohm resistance. Calibration of this meter in terms of

field variation was accomplished by observing a strong proton signal on

the oscilloscope screen and suitably altering the Signal Generator fre¬

quency as the field was varied in discrete steps so as to keep the

position of the signal on the screen fixed. The frequency variation

was measured with sufficient accuracy with a BC-221 frequency meter,

which was lightly coupled into the r.f. system. Hence it was possible

to obtained the field variation in gauss per scale division.

Calibration of the modulation current meter, in terms of modulation

amplitude in gauss,was then possible using the field sweep calibration.

In Figures 2 and 3 photographs of the experimental arrangement

ere shown. In Figure 2 the numbered units are as follows

(1) Twin-T bridge and cascode pre-amplifier unit.

(2) EF 54 pre-amplifier.

(3) 4.F. cathode follower matching unit.

(4) Phasing and transforming unit supplying X-sweep for C.R.O.

(5) 25 c/s generetor.

(6) Lock-in amplifier.

(7) Power amplifier for field modulation.

The other electronic units, with the exception of the Signal
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Generator and Receiver, are the various power supplies. In Figure 3

the pen-recorder can be seen together with the vacuum system of which

further mention will be made in Section (5.1)• The cryostat end trans¬

fer vessel for liquid hydrogen, which can be seen in the photographs, are

described in Section (3»2).

The overall performance of the spectrometer was satisfactory with

adequate signal-to-noise ratio for all the samples investigated. A

discussion of the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio with the aid of the

Bloch equations (e.g. /.bregam, 1961, p 62) will thus not be given. The

usual precautions of using a resonance coil with as high a Q as possible

and a reasonable sample filling factor (0.54) were taken. The fact

that all the measurements were made at temperatures below 200°K was an

advantage due to the enhanced population difference between energy

levels.

3.2 Cryostat

The cryostat used in most of the work was designed to operate over

the temperature interval 20°-200°K, using either liquid hydrogen or

liquid nitrogen as coolant. Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating con¬

structional details, while figure 5 is a photograph showing a sample

(n-butane) in position in the cryostat.

Referring to figure 4 the resonance coil (l), which consisted of

twelve turns of 18 Gwg copper wire, was rigidly mounted inside a copper

isothermal shield (2) with wall thickness 0.5 mm. (in figure 5 the
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lower part of this shield has been removed for clarity). A heater of 32

Swg iurekc was non-inductively wound to cover most of the exterior sur¬

face of the shield. R.f. power was fed to the resonance coil through a

coaxial lead consisting of an outer conductor of 5 nun cupro-nickel

tubing (3) and an inner conductor of 28 Swg copper wire (4)> which was

fixed to a Kovar to glass seal (6), at the upper end, and a teflon plug

(5), at the lower end. The wire was kept under tension by a small

phosphor bronze spring near the top.

Connection to the twin-T bridge was made by mean of the coaxial

socket (8) and a short length of 75 °bm coaxial cable.

'The 5 mm cupro-nickel tube served as the main support for the

shield and sauple assembly. Short lengths of cupro-nickel wire were

used to connect the resonance coil to the coaxial conductors, to improve

the thermal isolation of the sacple.

For samples whic~ gaseous at N.T.I, a pyrex flask above the

top flange (9) served as the main storage space. From the flask a 10 mm

pyrex tube led down into the cryostat through a vacuum tight O-ring

coupling (7) and terminated in a tip which fitted the resonance coil

and into which the sample could be condensed.

The assembly below the top flange (9) could be contained in the

thin walled stainless steel jacket (ll)j the flanges (9) and (10) being

coupled together with an O-ring. This enclosure could be evacuated

through the pumping line (12) and surrounded by coolant.

To ensure rigidity and thermal insulation small nylon guides
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located the isothermal shield inside the jacket. A stepped glass dewar

of capacity 1 litre, which fitted into the magnet gap, was used to con¬

tain the coolant. The top plate of the cryostat (13) was supported by

four levelling screws which facilitated adjustment of the sample

position in the magnetic field. A radiation shield (14) was fitted

around the stainless steel jacket, to reduce the heat leak.

liquid nitrogen and liquid air were simply introduced into the

dewar through a cupro-nickel funnel. liquid hydrogen was transferred

under slight pressure from a 2-| litre storage vessel through a vacuum

jacketed transfer tube which entered through the coupling (i5) •

By varying the coolant, the exchange gas pressure inside the stain¬

less steel enclosure and the heater input, it was possible to maintain

the sample temperature at any value over the required range. Using

liquid nitrogen as coolant and an exchange gas pressure of less than
-410 mm Hg, temperatures of 200°K could be achieved with heater inputs

of less than -g- watt. Using liquid hydrogen as coolant the average boil

off rate was about 400 ml/hr which was quite reasonable.

Teiqperature measurements were made using two calibrated Copper-

Constantan thermocouples one of which was fixed to the sanple tube and

the other to the top of the copper isothermal shield. Absolute accur¬

acy was about - 1°K although it was usually quite easy to maintain tem¬

peratures with an accuracy greater than this. The tenperature difference

between shield and sample was always kept as small as possible to mini¬

mise temperature gradients. A small heater was also non-inductively
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wound at the tip of the sample tube itself to expedite changing from

one temperature to another. The thermocouple and heater leads were

introduced into the cryostat enclosure through vacuum tight Kovar to

glass seals which can be seen in figure 5«

In some of the early work on cyclopropane a gas flow cryostat, as

described by Andrew and Eades (l953&)» was used. In this method dry

nitrogen, flowing at a controlled and measured rate, was cooled by

passage through a metal spiral immersed in liquid air or liquid nitrogen.

The cold gas was then caused to flow through a double ended dewar tube

past the sample in the magnet gap. By varying the flow rate, temper¬

atures between 90°K and 250°K could be maintained.

3.3 Measurements

3.3.1 Line width and Fecond Moment

In all cases the line widths of absorption spectra were for con¬

venience taken as the interval in gauss between the points of maximum

.and minimum slope. This corresponds to the interval between the peaks

of the derivative curves.

The second moments were computed directly from the derivative

curves. From equation (2.L) the second moment is given by
t£>

where the denominator is a normalizing factor. Integrating by parts

this may be written

(3.1)

M
'2 (3.2)
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The method used to obtain the second moment was numerical integration

using the Trapezium rule. The quantity Is proportional to the

output reading; of the lock-in amplifier F(h). Thus

, I h3P(h)
hP(h)

The second moment values were corrected for modulation broadening by
1 2

deducting the quantity — h^ , where h^ is the modulation amplitude
(Andrew, 1S53)« In all cases the modulation anplitude was made less

than one-sixth of the line width to avoid distortion of the spectra.

Unless otherwise stated the quoted experimental errors are simply the

standard deviations of a set of data.

3.3.2 fpin-lattice relaxation Times

For values of the spin-lattice relaxation time greater then about

thirty seconds it was possible to use the direct recovery method. (The

time constant of the lock-in amplifier output circuit is the limiting

factor). The signal was initially saturated with a large r.f. field,

, and then the exponential recovery with time was monitoreu using a

very small r.f. field. From a semi-logarithmic plot the value of T^
could be obtained. Actually the time constant of the recovery is T^Z
where Z, the saturation parameter, is given by equation (2.18). It is

thus necessary that Z be very close to unity. Andrew, Swanson and

Williams, (1961) have described a method of measuring which can be

used even if Z is not sufficiently close to unity. Apparent values of
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Tj are measured for a range of r.f. power levels used in monitoring the
recovery and the true value of is obtained by extrapolating the data

to sero power. This method was used in some of the experiments but the

correction was generally negligible. '.hen the absorption line is suf¬

fice v .itly strong and narrow for oscilloscope display, direct recovery

methods may be used down to values of about one second, using a cine

camera to monitor the recovery. Further details of this method are

given in section (6.3.2).
'Then T was less than thirty seconds the progressive saturation

method, as described by Bloembepgen (1948), generally had to be used.

In this method the r.f. field , which is proportional to the signal

generator output, is progressively increased and the maximum lock-in

amplifier output meter reading, p , noted. J\ plot of £L against
i'lBX IVIQJC

the logarithm of the generator output yields a saturation curve and a

family of such curves may be obtained by varying the sample temperature.

From equation (2.18) it follows that corresponding points (usually the

half-value points) on saturation curves at temperatures TQ and T areH B

connected by the relationship

(Y2 I, T2)# = (Y2 h, 2 I, I2)
so that

n

1B

H
if * J?

H
A

V,

Vr

i2
ah(
AH

(3.4)
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where the value of T^ is taken to be inversely proportional to the line-
width AH. (This follows from the fact that the reciprocal of the shape-

function gives a measure of the line-width). Provided the line-shape

does not alter appreciably this proportionality will be sufficiently

accurate,

V? and Vft are the generator outputs corresponding to and .

Zquation (3*4) only holds provided lo^T 1 (case 1 ) or

Uj^T^ i (case 2), where •— is the magnetic field modulation frequency,
and also provided the magnetic field inhomogeneity is negligible com¬

pared to the line-width.

Pelative values of may be obtained in this way and these may be

converted into absolute values if it is possible to make a direct

measurement at some temperature. Values of obtained by the pro¬

gressive saturation method are not as reliable as those obteined by the

direct recovery method as explained in section (2.4)•
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t. 'ffrE l ipeer• ;.vr

■b mentioned in Section 1 it was decided to investigate four

organic solids, all consisting of fairly small molecules. The first

two substances studied, cyclopropane end cyclobutane, were chosen as en

extension of previous work in this laboratory on eyclohexane (Andrew

and Cades, 1 253*0 and cyclopentarie (Fushworth, 1 9%)» which had pro¬

vided interesting results. Cyclopropane was eve liable in comparatively

large quantities and was thus a suitable subject for developing the

necessary techniques for condensing and studying samples which are

gaseous at room, temperature. Cyclobutane exhibits an important solid

state thermal transition.

Ethylene war. chosen since the molecules have the interesting

feature of only possessing diad axes. Furthermore the moment of

inertia of the molecules about their carbon bond diad exes is extremely

small (comparable with that of a methyl group) and quantum mechanical

tunnelling effects ere possible.

The fourth substance studied was n-butane. In this case methyl

group tunnelling effects were the main interest. This substance also

exhibits a solid state phase transition.
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5. CTCLOPFOPANE

5.1 The Sample

Cyclopropane was the first substance studied and was obtained in

a small steel cylinder (dated A.IO.61), underpressure, from the British

Oxygen Company Ltd. It was manufactured by Imperial Chemical Industries

Ltd., who supplied the following information regarding typical purity:-

Alcohol, acidity and water 0.15%

Unsaturated substances calculated as propylene 0.05%

Halogen containing substances calculated as
propyl chloride 0.0i%

Assay (absorption in HASC. ) 99.7 %2 4

It was decided to further purify a sample drawn from the cylinder

by fractional distillation and condensation using the usual methods

(Sanderson 1948, p 89). Figure 6 shows the vacuum system used in per¬

forming the distillation. The system was first evacuated with stop¬

cocks 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 closed and the others open. The needle valve

was also kept closed. Pressure readings were taken on a sensitive

Pirani gauge constructed for the purpose (Martin and Hill 1948, p 23)

which was initially calibrated against a W. Edwards McLeod gauge.

(This instrument is located immediately above the pen recorder in figure

3). 7,"hen a satisfactory low pressure had been achieved, a suitable

quantity of cyclopropane was introduced into the system. Several

fractional distillation-condensation processes were carried out as

follows. The sample was condensed in trap T^ using liquid nitrogen and
the system was thoroughly evacuated. Traps T^ and T^ were then
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surrounded with ethyl "bromide slush baths. At this temperature ( 155 °K)

cyclopropane has a vapour pressure of a few mm Hg. The top fraction of

the distillate was discarded and the middle fraction condensed in

storage flask F^ or by surrounding the tail of the flask with liquid
nitrogen. The tail fraction was discarded.

This procedure was repeated. Most of the impurities mentioned

above should be removed in this v/ay. The only means of checking the

final sample purity was by vapour pressure measurement but this is not

sufficiently accurate to indicate the presence of minute quantities of

impurity. At the CC^ point (l94.7°K) agreement with published vapour
pressure data was satisfactory.

Two methods were used for storing the sample during the n.m.r.

investigation. These may be termed the Cpen and Closed system methods,

(a) Open System

In this method the purified sample was simply stored in flask F 1̂

or Fg and could be introduced into the cryostat through stopcock 8 and
T, (figure 6). A flexible coupling was used to connect the "condensation"

tube, which extended down into the cryostat, to the rest of the vacuum

system. This coupling consisted of two Sylphon brass bellows, Joined

to the otherwise all-glass system by Kovar to glass seals, which could

be coupled together with an O-ring. Trap T. was surrounded by a C0o4 2

bath in an effort to prevent impurity vapours being condensed in the

cgyostat. "With the relatively large quantity of sample used, (0.02

mole), the effect of any background impurity in the vacuum system at a
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low partial pressure, such as water vapour or stopcock grease, may be

expected to be of little consequence.

In the initial experiments using this method, marked differences in

the absorption spectra obtained during different experimental runs were

noted some 10° to 20° below the melting point. In particular the

doublet fine structure varied a great deal in resolution, being very

marked on some occasions and almost absent on later occasions. It was

thought that this might be due to impurity gradually contaminating the

sample and for this reason it was decided to adopt the Closed system

method to see if the reproducibility could be improved. It should be

mentioned at this stage that the Open system presents certain advantages

over the Closed system in that it is simpler to change samples, and also

that sample mixtures may be readily handled in this way. For these

reasons it was the initial method tried,

(b) Closed System

A suitable pyrex flask to contain the sample volume at room tem¬

perature was constructed, with a long tail which could extend down into

the cryostat. This flask was pumped and baked in a long cylindrical

oven at 350°C for several hours. Freshly purified cyclopropane was

introduced into the flask at room tenperature, and was frozen in the

tail. The flask was then sealed off. Two samples were bottled in this

way and both gave quite reproducible spectra, but with barely any of the

doublet fine structure which had previously been observed. One of these

samples v/as used for the measurements which are reported.
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The reasons for the variation in behaviour which were observed in

the Open system experiments are uncertain, but the following possibili¬

ties may be mentioned. Firstly, gradual deterioration in purity of the

sample may have been the cause. The deterioration may have been due to

impurities from tiie system walls, or slight decomposition of the sample

itself. This latter possibility may be considered to be quite unimport¬

ant at room temperature, unless some catalytic agent was present in the

system, since the activation energy for the unimoleculsr isomerization

to propylene is 65 k. cal./mole. (Chambers and Kistiakowsky, 1934). It

was not possible to have an accurate mass spectrographic analysis of the

sample carried out, as a high purity standard sample could not be

obtained. The mechanism by which small quantities of impurity would

markedly affect the n.m.r. absorption spectrum in this substance is not

obvious.

Secondly, the frozen sample may have not been truly polycrystalline

in some of the experiments. This could have been checked by rotating

the sample in the magnetic field to see if any anisotropy of the second

moment existed. This is clearly not feasible with the Open system method.

The degree of polycrystallinity may be linked with sample purity and

would also be affected by the rate at which the sample was cooled.

In any case, apart from the fine structure change, the overall

behaviour of the samples in both Open and Closed system experiments, was

very similar. Line narrowing was observed in the same temperature inter¬

val in all cases and the conclusions which could be drawn from the
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second moment data were virtually unaltered. For these reasons no further

time was devoted to this aspect.

5.2 Ph sical Data

5.2.1 Molecular Structure

The molecular stiucture of cyclopropane, C^Hg, bas been of consider¬
able interest because of its strained ring nature and both theoretical

and experimental investigations have been carried out. It is generally

accepted that the structure is a three membered ring with D symmetry
h

and with the C-C-C bond angles necessarily 60°. The other structural

parameters are less certain.

Eunitz and Schomaker (l 552) have summarized the early work on this

problem. Both electron diffraction and spectroscopic experimental investi¬

gations have been carried out. The experimental and theoretical evidence

indicates that the C-C bond lengths are shorter than in unstrained hydro¬

carbon molecules, in which the standard value is 1.54 A, 'while the H-C-H

angle is larger than tetrahearal. The following parameter values are

likely on tire basis of this early information.

C-C = 1.52 A; C-H = 1.08 A; H-C-H = 11 8°.

More recently, further spectroscopic investigations have been per¬

formed by Baker and Lord (1955), Gunthard, Lord and I.'cCubbin (1956) and

Kathai, Shepherd, and Welsh (l 956). In the first two cases, the C-C bond

length was unambiguously determined as 1.524 * 0.014 A. It was also

suggested that if the C-H bond length is assumed to be 1.0? A then the
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H-C-H angle is just greater than 120°. The choice of 1.07 A as the C-H

distance was justified by analogy -with early estimates of the C-H dis¬

tance in ethylene. More recent work on ethylene (see Section 8.2.l)
indicates that thi3 distance is 1.08 A and, if this value is assumed,

then the results of Gunthard, Lord and KcCubbin (l956) indicate an H-C-H

angle appreciably larger than 120°.

Bastiansen and Skancke (lS6l) in a review article have referred to

recent unpublished preliminary results which they have obtained by elec¬

tron diffraction methods on gaseous cyclopropane. Bastiansen (l963>

private communication) has supplied further details of these measurements

prior to publication. The data derived from the radial distribution

curve are

C-C = 1.509 - 0.003; C-H = 1.091 - 0.01; H-C-H = 113.8° - 1

A least-squares method gives parameters in substantial agreement with

these figures. The radial distribution method should give the most

probable distance and these values have accordingly been used in the

second moment calculations. Bastiansen has pointed out that the error

limits (standard errors) do not allow for possible unknown scale errors.

Second moment calculations have been carried out for several sets

of parameters because of the fairly wide discrepancies which are apparent.

5.2.2 Crystal Structure

The crystal structure has not been determined by X-ray methods.

Brecher, Krikorian, Blanc and Halford (1961) have recently suggested, on
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the basis of infra-red studies of a cyclopropane single crystal, that the

crystal structure probably belongs to the space group (p ), with

two molecules in an orthorhombic unit cell. No evidence confirming this

structure by X-ray or neutron diffraction methods appears to have been

published so far, and the unit cell dimensions are not known.

5.2.3 Thermal data

Puehrwein and Powell (1946) have made heat capacity measurements on

solid cyclopropane and found the melting point to be 145«54°K. No evi¬

dence of a solid state phase transition was obtained and the heats of

fusion and vapourization were 1301 and 4793 cal./mole. respectively.

5.3 Pesults

5.3.1 Absorption Spectrum

The variation of the absorption spectrum line-width and second

moment with temperature is shown in figure 7. Below 100°K both these

quantities have effectively constant values, the average second moment

being 20.2 - 0.9 0^. Between 100°K and 120°K they both decrease and

attain new steady values, which remain virtually unchanged to the
2

melting point. The reduced second moment is approximately 11.9 G .

The spectrum did not exhibit fine structure at any point.

5.3.2 Spin-Lattice Relaxation Times

The spin-lattice relaxation time behaviour as a function of tempera¬

ture is shown in figure 8. Below 100°K the direct recovery method was

used, while the values at higher temperatures were obtained by progressive
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saturation. The minimum value of T^ was approximately 30, so that the
conditions of Case 2 (Section 3.3) were satisfied throughout.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 /bsorption Spectrum.

It is possible, with the aid of equation (2.6), to estimate the

second moment of the absorption spectrum which may be expected when the

lattice is rigid. The intra-molecular contribution, which is denoted
I

M- , has been calculated for various values of the structural parameters

and the results are shown in Table 5*1•

Table 5.1

Source C-H A C-C A H-C-H m2' g2
Early "work 1.08 1.52 118° 12.8

Gunthard, Lord
and LcCubbin 1.07 1.52 120° 13.1

(1956)

Bastiansen
1.09 1.51 13«1(1963) 113.8°

+ 2
/ value of 13.1 - 0.3 G may reasonably be assumed for this contribution.

The interrnoleculsr contribution cannot be evaluated in this way,

since the crystal structure parameters have not been determined. A

reasonable estimate can be made by comparison with other similar sub¬

stances on which measurements have been carried out.

Nuclear magnetic resonance investigations of solid cyclohexane
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(Andrew and fades 1953a) and cyclopentane (Eushworth 1354) have yielded
+ 2 +2

experimental values of 7.7 - 0.5 0 and 7.2 - 1.5 0 respectively for

the rigid lattice intermolecular contributions temperatures in

the vicinity of 100°K. These values are obtained by deducting the

reliable theoretical intra-molecular contributions from the experi¬

mentally measured second moments (corrected for modulation broadening)

in the rigid lattice region.

It may be expected that the inter-molecular contribution for cyclo¬

propane will be smaller than these two values because of the smaller

number of protons per molecule. Andrew and Saaes (l953a) have suggested

that the lattice energy may serve as a semi-quantitative basis for com¬

parison of inter-molecular contributions. With sufficient accuracy the

lattice energy Q may be taken as the sum of the heats of transition,

fusion, and vapourization. The following values are obtained from heat

capacity data:

Cyclopropane (Euehrwein and Powell 1946) Q = 6.1 k. cal./mole.

Cyclopentane (Timmermans 1 950) Q = 8.4 k. cal./mole.

Cyclohexane (Timmermans 1950) Q = 10.2 k. cal./mole.
»»

Although the relationship between Q and is clearly not a simple one

for these three cases, a reasonable estimate for the intermolecular con-

+ 2
tribution for cyclopropane at 100°K is 6.5 - 1.0 G .

The total theoretical second moment for the rigid lattice at 100°K
+ 2

is thus 19.6 - 1.3 G . This is in quite fair agreement with the experi-
+ 2

mental value of 20.2 - 0.9 G at 100°K and the lattice may be assumed to
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be effectively rigid. It is clearly not possible to make any deductions

concerning molecular structure from these results, because of the large

uncertainties. It is to be hoped that further information on the crystal

structure will soon be forthcoming so that a reliable value of the inter-

molecular contribution can be calculated.

Above 105°K molecular reorientation occurs at a rate sufficiently

rapid to affect the absorption spectrum. The most likely process is

reorientation of the molecules about their three fold axes. The reduc¬

tion which this process produces in the intra-molecular contribution to

the observable second moment is readily calculated using equation (2.7),
2

and a value of 9.8 G is obtained. Deducting this from the experimentally
2 2

observed value of 11.9 G , gives 2.1 G as the reduced inter-molecular

contribution. This is approximately one third of the rigid lattice

value. In cyclohexane Andrew and Eades (l953a) found that reorientation

of the molecules about their three fold axes also reduced the intermole-

2 2
cular contribution by a factor 3» from 7.7 G to about 2.5 G , On this

evidence it seems piobable that the cyclopropane molecules reorient

about their three fold axes between 105°K and the melting point with a

frequency greater than about 5 x 10^ c/s.

The only other form of restricted motion which might occur is mole¬

cular reorientation about a preferred diad axis. The reduction in the

intra-molecular contribution produced by this process can be calculated
p

with the aid of equation (2.8). This gives a value of 12.0 G , which,

even without the reduced intermolecular contribution, is as large as the
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2

experimentally observed value of 11.9 G . This process may therefore be

considered to be unlikely as might be expected from steric considerations.

Isotropic reorientation of the molecules about their centres of mass

would reduce the intra-molecular contribution to zero leaving only the

reduced inter-molecular contribution and this possibility may thus be

definitely excluded.

The further slight reduction in second moment, which occurs between

120°K and 145°K» is probably due to an increase in the amplitude of

molecular oscillations and to lattice expansion.

If the molecules reorient strictly about their three fold axes then

the interactions between the protons in each methylene group are not

affected since these inteiproton vectors are parallel to the axis of

motion. All the other interactions are reduced by the motion. It is

thus to be expected that the narrowed spectra should exhibit fine struc¬

ture of the Pake doublet type. This was indeed observed to a varying

extent with some of the samples used in the preliminary work, but not

in the sample used for the reported results. Appreciable "rocking" of

the molecules while they are reorienting would affect the resolution of

the fine structure but it seems unlikely that sufficiently large

variations in this behaviour would occur.

5.4.2 Spin-Lattice Kelaxation

The steady decrease of the spin-lattice relaxation time with

increasing; temperature shown in figure 8, is consistent with the dis¬

cussion of the reorientation process given above. The correlation time
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T
^ (ecuation 2.10) for the reorientation process may be expected toc

very with temperature according to the rate equation
E

Tc = T0 exp (5.1)
whereT0 is a constant, E is the activation energy for the process,8.

ana R is the gas constant.

It is clear from the !. data that the correlation time is on the
1

long side of the minimum value and, as equation (2.14) shows,

j.\fc2 j v 2 E
(5.2)

1 1

Thus

E
, , 2r

log ^ !og e + log °c (5.3)
2 2 ^

Provided U)Q T 1.
c

A plot of log Tj against reciprocal temperature is shown in figure 9.
From the slope of the straight line portion a value of 4.1 - 0.5 k. cal./

mole, is obtained for the activation energy. With the possible exception

of the lowest T^ value the use of equation (5.3) is well justified.
In cyclohexane the activation energy for molecular reorientation

about the three fold axis was found to be 11 - 1 k. cal./mole. (Andrew

and Eades, 1953a). The large difference in values is understandable,

since the hindering barriers are entirely intermolecular in origin in

both cases. Because of the difference in molecular sizes and shapes,

the molecules are likely to pack differently in their respective lat¬

tices. (The crystal structure of the low temperature phase of solid
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cyclohexane is not known). The lattice energy values support this view.

In the case of benzene, Andrew and Eades (l953b) found the activation

energy for reorientation about the molecular six fold axis to be

3.7 - 0,2 k, cal./mole.

It is possible to check the value of Ea obtained from the data
by using this value to fit a curve to the line width transition in the

manner suggested by Gutowsky and Pake (1 950) • They give the following

expression relating line width and correlation frequency

(SH)2 = B2 + ~ C2 tan"1 (5.4)
% 2%v

c

where £ H is the line-width in the transition region,
2 2 ~(B + C )2 is the line-width before narrowing occurs,

B is the line-width after narrowing,

V is the correlation frequency defined as *

c

a is a constant with value approximately —-J8 In 2

(Kubo and Tomita, 1554> Pake, 155&)

Followin£ equation (5.1) it is assumed that
E

Vc - V0 exp - (5.5)
By combining equations (5.4) and (5.5)» and using the value of E

obtained from the data, the curve shown in Figure 10 was obtained as

a reasonable fit to the experimental data. The constant V0 was fixed by

choosing the curve to pass through the experimental point at 115°K.

The agreement between the theoretical curve and the observed line width

transition gives rough confirmation of the value for E . It appears that
8
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a slightly higher value of E would give a better fit. It has howeverQ.

been pointed out by Andrew and Jenks (1962) that the use of equation

(5.4) tends to yield values for E which are too high.

An interesting point to note is that if the cyclopropane molecules

are reorienting strictly about their three fold axes, then the inter¬

actions between the protons within each methylene group pair are not

effective in the spin lattice relaxation mechanism. Since these inter¬

actions are not modulated by the motion (the angular coordinates speci¬

fying the orientation of these internuclear vectors with respect to the

external magnetic field remain unchengea) it is the other neighbours in

each molecule which are primarily responsible for the relaxation process.

Assuming equation (2.10) to apply it has been possible to obtain

an experimental value for the constant by combining line width and T^
op — ^

data. V/ith the aid of equation (5.3) a value of 1.72 x 10 sec is

obtained for v>0Cj from the lstter data. In synthesizing the line width
13 -1

transition curve VQ was found to be 2.70 x 10 sec . Thus the experi-
8 —2

mental value for is approximately 6.4 x 10 sec , with a fairly

large uncertainty.

b'ince the motion of the molecules is occurring about a single axis

the B.P.P. value for given by equation (2.11) does not apply.

Stejskal and Gutowsky (1958) have derived an expression for for the

case of substances containing molecules in which methyl groups are

reorienting about their three fold symmetry axes. (Their expression

also allows for tumbling of the molecules about their centres of mass
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and two correlation times are used to describe the composite motion).

In the case in which only CK^ group reorientations are occurring in a
polycrystalline sample the expression takes the same functional form as

equation (2.10) with the constant given by

c. =^ (5.6)1
40ro

where rQ is the interproton distance in each CH^ group. Only inter¬
actions between the three protons in each CH^ group are considered in
deriving this expression.

Equation (5*6) may be used to estimate the value of in the case

of cyclopropane considering only the interactions between the three next
8 -2

nearest neighbours in each molecule. A value of 4.9 x 10 sec is

predicted, which is slightly lower than the experimental value. This

discrepancy is reasonable since the interactions of each proton with its

two most distant neighbours in each molecule and with protons in neigh¬

bouring molecules have been ignored. The rough agreement does support

the view that next nearest neighbours dominate in the relaxation pro¬

cess.

If isotropic reorientation of the molecules were occurring, so that

nearest neighbour interactions were important, then equation (2.11)
9 _2

gives a value of 4.8 x 10 sec for . This is about eight times

higher than the experimental value. Using the experimental a minimum

of 0.15 seconds is predicted for T^. The intervention of the melting
point prevents the observation of the minimum and thus this value cannot

be checked.
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6. CYCLCBU TANE

6.1 The Sample

The Shell Thornton Research Centre kindly supplied the sample and

stated that a mass spectrograph analysis revealed no detectable impurity.

The ampoule in which it was supplied was opened under vacuo and the

sample distilled into a small pyrex specimen tube which was then sealed

off.

6.2 Physical Lata

6.2.1 Molecular Structure

Cyclobutane, C^Iig, like cyclopropane, is a strained ring compound.
Dunitz and Schomaker (l552) have obtained the following values for the

structural parameters using electron diffraction methods:-

C-C = 1.56 i 0.02 A; C-H = 1.09 - 0.04 Aj H-C-H = 114 - 8°

Furthermore their results indicate that on the average the ring is non-

plan&r with dihedral angle 20° (+10°, -20°) between opposite triads of

carbon atoms. However they state that the equilibrium symmetry may be

either (puckered ring) or (planar ring with low rigidity,

leading to large amplitude out-of-plane bending). They postulated that

the local C^ symmetry of the CH^ groups was retained.
Rathjens et.al. (1 553) have carried out an infra-red spectroscopic

investigation of gaseous cyclobutane. They suggest that the equilibrium

symmetry is but that the barrier hindering inversion is sufficiently

low that an appreciable number of molecules obey B selection rules.
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Cctafluorocyclobutane has been studied by spectroscopic (Edgell

and heiblen, 1950) and electron diffraction methods (Lemair and

Livingston, 1 950) and the evidence indicates that some ring puckering is

present. High resolution n.m.r. studies of liquid octafluorocyclobutane

and 1, 1, 2, 2 - tetrafluorocyclobutane (Shoolery 1955» Phillips 1956),

however, show only a single resonance line which indicates that the ring

is effectively planar. This may be due to a high ring inversion fre¬

quency which would average the environments of the fluorine atoms. /

single high resolution resonance line is also observed in gaseous cyclo-

butane (Petrakis and Sederholm, 196i).

While none of the quoted evidence is conclusive in determining

whether the ring is planar or not, it seems likely that the molecules

are performing rapid inversions between non-planar config-urations in the

gaseous and liquid phases and also, possibly, in the solid state.

6.2.2 Thermal data

Two heat capacity investigations of cyclobutane have been reported.

In the first of these Kaarsemaker and Coops (1952) found evidence of a

first order solid state transition at 146.4°K. The melting point was

found to be 183.0°K. The entropy of transition was 9.43 e.u. (cal. deg ^
"""1

mole ) while the entropy of fusion was 1.36 e.u.

Rathjens and Gwinn (l953) obtained values for the entropies of

transition and fusion of 9.36 e.u. and 1.43 e.u., respectively. Their

results gave evidence of a X-type solid state transition with a region

of very high heat capacity. The transition appeared to start at 120°K
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and end abruptly at 145*7°^. The melting point was found to be 182.3°K.

The small entropy of melting indicates that considerable molecular

freedom exists below the melting point (Timmermans, 1 961 } Andrew, 196i).

6.2.3 Crystal Structure

Carter and Templeton (l 953) have determined the costal structure

of the high temperature solid form of cyclobutane using single crystal

X-ray diffraction methods. The structure is body centred cubic with

lattice constant a = 6.06 - 0.03 A, at 173°K» and with two molecules per

unit cell. They also obtained evidence that the molecules exhibit

rotational disorder which approaches spherical symmetry in this phase.

The crystal structure of the low temperature form is not cubic but could

not be solved.

6.3 - esults

6.3.1 'bsorption Spectrum

Graphical plots of line width and second moment versus temperature

are shown in figure 11. The spectrum exhibited fine structure of the

Pake doublet type (Section 2.2.1) at temperatures just belov/ the tran¬

sition point, and two sets of line widths are plotted in this region.

Figure 12 shows an absorption spectrum derivative curve at 143°K.

At the transition point the line width changed discontinuously and

at temperatures above 146°K assumed the value governed by the magnetic

field inhomogeneity over the sample (0.25 G). Consequently only an

2
upper limit of 0.12 G may be assigned to the second moment in this
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region.

The temperature at which the discontinuity occurred was in good

agreement with the quoted thermal data. The phase transition could be

readily followed by observing the growth of the narrow line at the

expense of the broad line at the transition point. Readings were

generally taken during warning runs, to avoid supercooling effects,

and no investigation of such possible supercooling was made.

6.3.2 .pin-Lattice Relaxation Time

Figure 13 shows the variation of T^ with temperature. Below 130°K
the direct recovery method was used but between 130°K and 146°K recourse

had to be made to progressive saturation. The conditions of Case 2

(Section 3.3) were satisfied over the whole of this range, /s the line

shape changed somewhat in this temperature interval, notably in the

appearance of fine structure, the assumption that T^ was inversely pro¬
portional to the line width may have introduced a small systematic error.

Between 1 h6°K and 190°K the line was strong and narrow and was

observed on the oscilloscope. T^ was sufficiently long (<^one second)
in this temperature region to enable measurements to be made by direct

recovery. The signal was initially saturated and then, using a small

r.f. power level, the recovery on the oscilloscope screen was recorded

with a cine camera operating at a known frame speed. Frame by frame

measurements were made from the film and T^ was obtained by a least
squares method from this data.
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6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 'bsorption Spectrum

The rigid lattice second moment has been estimated with the aid

of equation (2.6). The structural data of Eunitz and Schomaker (1952)
i

was used to calculate the intrs-molecular contribution, , for both
t

planar and non-planar molecular models. For the planar model is
2 2

15.90 G- , while for the non-planar model it is 15*93 0 . In the case

of the non-planar model a dihedral angle of 20° was assumed and the C_

symmetry of the methylene groups was retained.

The difference between the values for the two models is quite negli¬

gible and there is thus no possibility of deciding in favour of one or

the other from the experimental results in the rigid lattice tempera¬

ture region. The small difference is to be expected since the cosine

of 20° (0.94) is close to unity, and furthermore approximately 65a of
t

the contribution to in each case arises from the unaltered inter¬

actions between proton pairs in the methylene groups. Also, some of the

changes which do occur in the various contributions are of opposite

sign and thus partially cancel one another. It is clear that any

"wagging" motion in the molecules, with a maximum dihedral angle ampli-
1

tude of 20°, would have little effect on .

The fairly large uncertainties in the H-C-H angle and bond lengths

quoted by Eunitz and Schomaker (1952) introduce a corresponding uncer-
1

tainty into the value for . They state that from various consider¬

ations the error in the C-H bond distance is in fact probably not more
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than 0.01 A and this reduces the uncertainty in the H-C-H angle deter-

mination to - 6°. This is still a large angular uncertainty, but
t

using these extreme limits the possible error in may be quoted as

+ 2
- 1,5 G • This seems unduly pessimistic, however, since several

theoretical studies quoted by Dunitz and Schomaker tend to confirm the

value of 114° for the E-C-H angle. It would probably be more realistic

to quote M as 13.9 - 0.3 G2.
Since the crystal structure of the low temperature solid form of

cyclobutane is not 'mown, the intermolecular contribution to the second
It

moment, M_ , has been estimated with the aid of data obtained on similar

molecules, as was done in the case of cyclopropane. The lattice energy

of cyclobutane may be taken as approximately 7.5 k. cal./mole. Using

the figures for cyclohexane, cyclopentane and cyclopropane quoted in
+ 2 "

Section 5.4.1 a value of 6.9 - 1.0 G is a reasonable estimate for

at temperatures near 100°K. In the case of cyclopentene, which has

the same number of protons per molecule as cyclobutane, Lawrenson and

Eushworth (1958) obtained a value of 6.6 G for this contribution.

The total theoretical rigid lattice second moment may thus be taken
■4 2

as 20.8 - 1,3 G . This is in agreement with the experimental value of
+ 2

20.4 - 0,6 G obtained at temperatures below 130°K and the molecules

must be effectively rigid in this temperature range.

Between 130°K and 146°K the line width and second moment values

steadily decrease. The second moments are of qualitative significance

only over most of this region as was mentioned in Section 2.2.2. Just
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below the transition temperature the second moment attains a new steady
2

value of about 11.9 G which is probably meaningful.

The reduced values of the intramolecular contribution to the

second moment of the observable spectrum, due to various possible

reorientation processes, may be calculated with the aid of equations

(2.7) and (2.8). For the planar molecular model reorientation about the
2

four fold symmetry axis gives a value of 10.0 G . There are two diad

symmetry axes about which reorientation could conceivably occur for

this model. Reorientation about the diagonal diad axis, passing through

opposite carbon atoms in the ring, gives 10.6 G , while for the diad

axis passing, through the mid-points of opposite C-C bonds the contri-
2

bution would be 13.6 G .

In the case of the non-planar model there is only a single diad

symmetry axis about which reorientation could occur. For this process

2
the reduced contribution would be 12.1 G

In the last two possibilities mentioned, the reduced intramolecular

contributions are themselves larger than the experimentally observed

second moment. The addition of the reduced intermolecular contri¬

butions would make the values appreciably larger and these reorien¬

tation processes may therefore be considered to be unlikely.

The reduced intermolecular contribution must be estimated by com¬

parison with other similar cases. As was mentioned in Section 5.1-.1 »

reorientation of the cyclohexane and cyclopropane molecules about their

three fold axes reduces this contribution to about one third of the
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rigid lettice value. In cyclopentene Lawrenson end lushworth (l958)

found that reorientation of the molecules about their pseudo five fold

axes resulted in a reduction factor of roughly one quarter. For reorien¬

tation of the cyclobutane molecules about their four fold axes a

reduction factor of one third seems a reasonable assumption and this gives
2

a reduced intermolecular contribution of 2.3 6 , with a relatively large

uncertainty. It will be shown later in this section that isotropic

reorientation of the molecules on fixed lattice sites in the high tem-
2

perature solid phase gives a value of 1.68 G for the intermolecular con¬

tribution. This is about one quarter of the rigid lattice value in the

low temperature phase (in which closer molecular packing may be expected

to occur).

In the case of reorientation of planar molecules about their

diagonal diad symmetry axes the reduced intermoleculnr value may be

expected to be slightly larger than for reorientation about their four

fold axes. Only two of the four pairs of protons would change their

positions in the lattice by a relatively large amount and also, because

of the lower symmetry, the reduction produced by the motion may be
2

expected to be smaller. However a value of 2.3 G with a lerge uncer¬

tainty will also be assumed for this case since no basis for a more

reliable estimate is available.

The total reduced second moment for reorientation about the four

2
fold axes is thus 12.3 G while for reorientation about the diagonal

2 2
diad axes it is 12.9 G . The experimental value of 11.9 G at 14/+-°K is
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in reasonable agreement with the first of these two figures but the

evidence is not conclusive in deciding between the two possibilities.

Steric considerations, however, favour reorientation about the four fold

axes since in this case the molecules do not take up much more room in

the lattice when reorienting than when stationary. It may be concluded

that this is very probably the form of molecular motion which occurs.

It must be mentioned that there is a possibility that the molecules may

exist in a non-planar configuration for an appreciable time even though

they appear to reorient in the planar configuration.

The doublet fine structure which occurs in the spectra at tempera¬

tures just below the transition point is undoubtedly due to the proton

pairs in each methylene group. F.ince the interproton vector in each pair

is parallel to the axis of reorientation no change in the interaction within

the pair is produced by the motion, while the interactions vnth other pro¬

ton neighbours are reduced. A partial decoupling of the proton pair from

its magnetic neighbours occurs and the fine structure is enhanced.

As was mentioned in Section 2.2.1 the spectrum for proton pairs in

polycrystalline material should consist of two peaks separated by approxi-
3 A "fo.

mately — . , where r is the interproton distance. Using Dunitz and

Schomakers (1952) data for cyclobutane the predicted separation is 6.7 G.

The experimentally measured separation, which was obtained from spectra

in which the modulation amplitude was made sufficiently small to avoid

possible distortion of the fine structure, was about 4.8 G. The large

difference is not easy to explain, hocking of the molecules while
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reorienting would reduce the peak separation somewhat. In the case of

cyclopropane no fine structure at all was observed. It would be safer

to confine deductions from fine structure measurements to the rigid

lattice region for this type of molecule, but in many cases, including

cyclobutane, the fine structure in the rigid lattice region is unfortun¬

ately insufficiently resolved to make this possible, (it may be

mentioned that no reduction in the peak separation would be produced by

reorientation of the molecules about their diagonal diad axes, except

in the unlikely case of free rotation).

In the high temperature solid phase the absorption spectrum is

narrow and the line-width is determined by the field inhomogeneity over

2
the sample volume. As mentioned earlier only en upper limit of 0.12 G

may be assigned to the second moment.

Isotropic reorientation of the molecules about fixed centres of mass

reduces the intramolecular contribution to zero. There is still a

residual intermolecular contribution which can be evaluated using the

results of Andrew and ^ades (1953a). For the case of isotropic reorien¬

tation, these authors have shown that an approximate value for the inter-

molecular contribution may be obtained by considering all the protons in

each molecule to be clustered together at the centre of mass. Smith

(1962) has stated that this method gives exact results provided the

reorientation is sufficiently rapid. The b.c.c.lattice sum obtained by

Torrey (1 954) is

Y V~6 = 29.045 (6.1)
Lt ix

k
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where a is the lattice parameter.

Using this expression and the cete of Carter ana Templeton (1953)
2

a value of 1.68 G it predicted for the second eoment in this case.

(This value was also obtained by direct computation)•

The observed second moment at temperatures above 146°K is sore than

en order of magnitude less than this and it is necessary to postulate

that self-diffusion of the molecules occurs in the lattice at a rate

sufficiently great to reduce the intermoleculai contribution to a vexy

small value. tOils phenomenon has been reported for a variety of mole¬

cular crystals in which the molecules exhibit isotropic reorientation

(/ ndrev.p 1 $61) •

The magnet used, in the present work did not provide a field of

sufficient homogeneity to enable the true line width to be observed in

the high temperature phase. It would be interesting to examine this sub¬

stance unify high resolution n.u.r. equipment, particularly at tempera¬

tures above and below the melting point, /. change in molecular freedom

must occur on melting since there is a small heat of molting and the

spin lattice relaxation time exhibits a discontinuity at this point.

Spin-echo measurements of the spin-spin relaxation time would also be

interesting in this temperature range.

6.4.2 in Lattice : olaxetion Times

(a) Lov. '."'eu;, ;;r<;t^re : oliu sharp

/s shown in figure 13# T decreases from c value greater then lOG

seconds at temperatures below 120°K to a value of approximately 0.7
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seconds at the transition temperature, but does not reach a minimum

value.

Figure 14 shows a plot of log against reciprocal temperature.

A least squares calculation of the slope of the straight line through the

points, together with equation (5.3) yields a value of 10,5 - 1.0 k, cal./

mole, for the activation energy, E , of the reorientation process. This

value is 2.5 times larger than the activation energy found for the

reorientation process in cyclopropane and is approximately equal to the

value obtained by /.ndrew and Eades (l 953a) for reorientation of cyclo-

hexane molecules about their three fold axes (l1.0 - 1.0 k. cal./mole.).

It would be possible to fit a curve to the line width transition

using the Gutowsky and Pake (l150) expression (equation 5«l) together

with the value of E& determined from the measurements, just as was
done for cyclopropane (Section 5.4.2). Instead the expression has been

used to extract the values of the correlation frequency V in the tem¬

perature region in which line narrowing occurs. From a plot of logVc

against 10^/T (°K) ^ an independent value of 12k. cal./mole. is

obtained for S . The accuracy of this value is not high since the line

narrowing occurs over a narrow temperature interval and only five line

widths were measured in this region, dome change in line shape also

occurred, but the calculation gives rough confirmation of the more

reliable value deduced from the T data.

Just as in cyclopropane in which it has been suggested (Section

5.4.2) that interactions between next nearest neighbours protons dominate
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in the spin lattice relaxation process between 110°K and the melting

point, it may be expected that interactions between next nearest neigh¬

bour protons in the cyclobutane molecules govern T, in the interval

120°K to the transition point. Since no minimum was experimentally

observed an accurate check of this point cannot be made.

(k) High Temperature Fegion 146°K to 182.3°K (Melting Point)

A discontinuity in TA accompanies the phase transition, the value

increasing by roughly an order of magnitude. Between the transition

point and the melting point decreases steadily from about 8 seconds

to 0.6 seconds. It is clear that a new process is dominant in the

relaxation mechanism. Prom the line width observations it has been

postulated that effectively isotropic reorientation accompanied by self-

diffusion of the molecules is occurring. It is clearly self-diffusion

which provides the important relaxation process in this temperature

interval, the molecular reorientation having become too rapid.

In figure 14 a plot of log T against 10^/T (°K)~1 is given. Since

the points lie approximately on a straight line the activation energy,
t

E , for self-diffusion may be obtained. A least squares calculation8.

+ t
gives a value of 4.1 - 0.6 k. cal./mole. for E .

a

It is possible that this value is somewhat low, Clearly over this

temperature int erva 1 (J T' z. 1 and lo T > 1 where f is the correlation
o c o 5 c

tine for molecular tumbling and is the corresponding correlation time

for self-diffusion. While the importance of the one process in the

relaxation mechanism decreases with increasing temperature, so the
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importance of the other process increases. These overlapping effects

may distort the T curve so that a low value is obtained for E . In
1 a

favourable cases it is possible to separate the contributions from the

two motions and thus obtain a more reliable value by making use of the

fact that relaxation times may, with sufficient accuracy, be added as

rates. This procedure has been used by Stejskal et.al. (l959) in the

investigation of substituted methanes. It has not been possible in the

present case but it is not expected that the error introduced is large.

Andrew (l95l) has pointed out that the activation energy for self-

diffusion by a vacancy mechanism, should be of the order of the lattice

energy. In the high temperature solid phase the lattice energy of

cyclobutane is roughly 6.0 k. cal./mole. which is somewhat larger than
♦

the experimental value for E . An alternative approximate method of
£t

I

estimating E is from the rate equation (Andrew, 1 95h),
f

yR = f exp (- ) (6.2)

where V is the frequency of jumping of a molecule into an adjacent
Ix

vacancy and f is the vibrational frequency of the molecules in the
1 2

crystal which may be taken as approximately 10 c/s. In order to

obtain values of V the jumping frequency, a correlation time analysis
fx

of the results has been carried out.

Clearly y = J,rR
where is the time between random jumps.

For the case u>cT^> i it is necessary to use the theory developed by
Torrey (1953> 1954) based on a random-walk model and which takes into
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account the microscopic features of the diffusion process (/bragam,

1961). For a b.c.c. lattice this theory yields the relationship

(i)„- tt i4 "k21(1 + 1) -V ? (k> y) (6-3)'V1 5 ' kl3UoI
where

y = zw rR
o K

-3
n e 2 c a

1 _
2

and k = 0.763

a being the lattice spacing, c the ratio of the number of protons to

lattice sites and 1 the distance between nearest neighbours. (The pro¬

tons are considered to be clustered at the centres of mass of the mole¬

cules) .

The function O(k, y) which depends on the spectral densities of

the correlation functions has been tabulated for values of y by Torrey

(1954). The values given have been corrected with sufficient accuracy

over the reouired range using relationships derived by Torrey, since the

incorrect dependence on the spectral density was originally used

(Torrey, 1958).
N U)o^T>

Usin^ the table and equation (6.3) the values of —— corresponding

to the measured values of T^ have been determined. A semi-logarithmic
plot of against 10^/T (°K)"^ is given in figure 15. The line drawn

through the points has a slope corresponding to the activation energy of

4.1 k. cal./mole. found directly from figure 14. The fit is quite
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acceptable.

Near the melting point the values of Tp. should be quite r; liable,
6 -1

At 174°K the jumping; frequency is approximately 7.1 x 10 sec . Sub¬

stituting into equation (5.2) a value of 4.1 k. cal./mole. is obtained
f

for E . The good agreement with the value obtained directly from the

Tj data is to some extent fortuitous, because of the approximate value
assuiued for the factor f. However it does give increased confidence in

the analysis.

The activation energy for self-diffusion varies fairly widely for

different substances. For example in methane it is approximately

2.4 k. cal./mole., while in some substituted methanes it varies between

5 and 6 k. cal./mole. There is thus little point in seeking confirmation

for the value found in cyclobutane by comparison with the limited amount

of other data which is available.
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7. BFJEF PiEVI J,V OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED WITH CYCIOPRCP/NE.
CYCTCBUT'I-E. CYCIXF^IT^N' -TO CYCIOI-IX' N5

Four members of the homologous alicyclic hydrocarbon series, (CH„)n
(n = 3, U, 5, 6), have now been studied in the solid state using n.m.r.

methods. In this section a brief review of the reorientation processes

will be given, with particular regard to the solid state transitions

which three of these substances exhibit. Any discussion embracing these

cases is necessarily mainly qualitative.

Figure 16 summarizes the data on ell the phase transitions which

occur in these materials. While all the molecules may be described as

"globular", only the higher three exhibit rotational solid transitions.

Between the transition point and the melting point C^Hg and ^ crys¬
tallize in the cubic system while crystallizes in the close packed

hexagonal system. These phases are generally referred to as plastic

crystals because of the comparative ease with which they flow (Timmermans,

1961).

In cyclohexane and cyclobutane n.m.r. has revealed that just below

the solid-solid transition points the molecules are reorienting suf¬

ficiently rapidly ( > 5 x icA c/s) about their respective three and four

fold axes, to narrow the absorption spectrum. Very similar activation

energies of 11.0 and 10.5 k. cal./mole. respectively, are obtained for

these processes. While the heat capacity curves ore markedly different

the general shape of the line width against temperature curves are very

similar. (Cyclobutane exhibits a A -transition with a region of very high

heat capacity just below the transition point, while cyclohexane has a
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normal first order transition). In cyclopentane the molecular motion

occurs at too slow a rate 5 x 10^ c/s) to affect the line width

although the measurements indicate that some motion does occur just

below the transition temperature.

Above the solid state transitions effectively isotropic reorien¬

tation of the molecules occurs in all three cases, accompanied by self-

diffusion which commences at a rste greater than 10*4" sec ^ immediately

for cyclobutene, very shortly for cyclopentane and at about 4j0° above

the transition temperature for cyclohexane. The activation energies for

these diffusion processes are mentioned later in tnis section.

In cyclopropane reorientation of the molecules about their three

fold axes at a rate greater than 5 x 10^ c/s occurs some 30° below the

melting point. The barrier to this process is roughly 4.1 k. cal./mole.

which is 2.5 times smaller than the equivalent barriers in cyclobutane

and cyclohexane.

4s can be seen from figure 16 the tenperature range of the plastic

crystal phase increases going up the series C^Hg to CgH^. The entropies
of transition and melting are also summarized in figure 16. Leaving

aside cyclopentane which exhibits two solid transitions, the propor¬

tionally larger entropy of melting in cyclohexane than in cyclobutane

may be readily understood since n.m.r. has shown that there is a greater

degree of molecular freedom below the melting point in the latter case

than in the former. (There is also a larger Increase of molecular

freedom at the transition point in cyclobutane than in cyclohexane).
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The n.m.r. results are clearly quite consistent with the thermodynamic

data, /.s mentioned in Section 6.4.1 it should prove interesting to study

the plastic crystal-liquid transitions using high resolution and spin

echo methods.

It has been pointed out by Dunning; (l 961) that the van der Waals'

diameters of cyclobutane, cyclopentane and cyclohexane are appreciably

greater than the distances between molecular centres as measured by

X-ray diffraction methods. In the case of cyclobutane for example the
o

X-ray spacing is 5*25 A whereas the van der V/aals1 diameter of the mole-
o

cule is about 6,2 A for both the planar and puckered forms, (the value
o

of 5.1 /> quoted by Dunning for the puckered form is incorrect (Dunning,

1962, private communication)). The "isotropic" reorientation process

must therefore be some form of co-operative phenomenon in all cases since

steric considerations preclude completely free rotation of individual

molecules. Moreoever if it is correct that self-diffusion occurs in

these lattices, steric considerations again lead to the necessity for a

comparatively large number of vacancies, in order to allow such a process

to take place. (The molecular sizes and close-packing would appear to

preclude the exchange or interstitial diffusion processes).

It is interesting that cyclopropane does not exhibit a solid rota¬

tional transition. It may be significant that this is the only member

of this series which does not possess ring "flexibility", since this

might inhibit co-operative effects. Ultimately however the problem of

phase transitions is linked with the magnitude of the barriers
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hindering molecular rotation end diffusion.

Pople and Karasz (1961 a, b) have suggested e theory of fusion of

molecular crystals which includes the possibility of solid rotational

transitions. The key parameter in this theory, V, is a measure of the

relative energy barriers for the rotation of a molecule and for its

diffusion to an interstitial site. For values of V less than a certain

critical value the theory suggests that the rotational and melting

transitions are separate but that when V exceeds the critical value,

the transitions coalesce.

While the model used in the theory is not physically realistic and

it is not possible to estimate V from available data, it is nevertheless

interesting to consider the trends which occur in the series of sub¬

stances under present consideration. In none of these cases has it been

possible to estimate the activation energy for molecular tumbling from

the Tj data. (Stejskal et.el. (1959) have obtained fairly reliable
values for this quantity ranging between 1 end 2 k. cal./mole. for

several substituted methanes in which rotational transitions occur,

while the activation energies for self-diffusion in these substances

were found to vary between 5 and 6 k. cal./mole.).

In cyclohexane .Andrew (1954) has estimated from line width data

that the activation energy for self-diffusion in the plastic crystal

phase, is roughly 8.5 k. cal./'molej in cyclopentane it is between 5 and

6 k. cal./mole. while in cyclobutane a value of 4 k. cal./mole. has

been obtained. It is at least plausible that in cyclopropane, which is
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the most compact of all these molecules, that the activation energy for

self-diffusion should he less than 4 k. cal./mole. Lattice energy con¬

siderations (Section 5.4.1) support this view. Thus if the barrier to

rotation is not much less than the barrier to self-diffusion the criti¬

cal value of a quantity corresponding to V is exceeded and the rotational

and melting transitions coincide.

It might prove interesting to make high pressure studies of cyclo¬

propane. The activation energy for self-diffusion may be expected to

be more pressure dependent than the activation energy for molecular

tumbling, since it has been suggested that the former process involves

a lattice vacancy mechanism. The rotational and melting transitions

may separate at some point if the critical value mentioned above, is

not greatly exceeded at zero pressure. Karasz and Pople (1961b) have

tentatively suggested that a similar separation of transitions may occur

in ethane at a pressure of 1 900 atm.



8. ETHYLENE (C^)
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8. STHYI£NE C£L
8.1 The Sample

The sample was supplied by the National Chemical Laboratories,

Teddington and had a stated purity of 99«9%» as determined by mass

spectrograph methods, the most probable impurity being ethane, At N.T.F.

the sample volume was 500 ml and it was supplied in a pyrex flask fitted

with a break-tip seal.

Since the quantity of sample was convenient for the experiment,

the following procedure was adopted. A suitable pyrex tube capable of

extending down into the cryostat, and which terminated in a tip which

fitted the resonance coil, was sealed on to the flask. A short length

of pyrex capillary for use as the seal breaker was inserted in the tube

and supported by a suitable constriction. The tube was pumped to a hard

vacuum with occasional torching, and was sealed off. The breaker was

then allowed to slide along the tube so that the seal on the flask was

broken. This procedure ensured that the high purity of the sanple was

maintained.

8.2 Physical Data

8,2.1 holecular Structure

It is well known that the ethylene molecule is planar with

symmetry. The structural parameters have recently been accurately

determined by electron diffraction (Bertell and Bonham, 1959) infra-red

(Allen and Plyler, 1956) and Earnan spectroscopic methods (Cowling and
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Stoicheff, 1959). These results are summarized by Bartell and Bonham

(1959).

There are slight discrepancies (greater than the estimated experi¬

mental errors) between the various values, which may in part be ascribed

to the different operational definitions of the parameters. The elec¬

tron diffraction results appear to involve fewer assumptions than the

spectroscopic results and have accordingly been used in the calculations.

The values are as follows,

C = C, 1.333 i 0.002 Aj C-H, 1.084 - 0.003 A; H-C-H, 115.5 - 0.6°

(Bartell (1963, private communication) has however indicated that an

electron diffraction redetermination of these parameters gives the C-H
o

distance as much as 0.01 A higher than the value quoted above. No

further details are yet available).

8.2.2 Crystal Structure

X-ray diffraction work (Keesom and Taconis, 1935} Bunn, 1944) has

yielded information on the carbon atom lattice structure of solid

ethylene. The structure is found to be orthorhombic with unit cell
00 o

dimensions: a = 4.87 A, b = 6.46 A and c = 4.14 A, at 98°K. The C = C

bond (figure axis) in each molecule lies in the ab plane making, an

angle of 36° with the a axis. The two molecules in each unit cell tilt

in opposite directions about the c axis. The positions of the protons

could not be determined from these X-ray measurements.

An infra-red investigation of single crystals of ethylene by

Brecher and Halford (1961) has yielded fresh information on this problem.
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These authors propose that the apace group is P2^/n (C?^) with the
planes of the molecules perpendicular to the unit cell body diagonals.

This structure is shown in figure 17« There appears to be no infor¬

mation concerning lattice contraction effects with decreasing tempera¬

ture in this substance.

8.2.3 Thermal data

Heat capacity measurements on ethylene have been carried out by

Egan and Kenp (i937) in the temperature range 15°K to the boiling point.

No solid state transitions were found but there was a sharp rise in the

heat capacity curve just below the melting point, which was found to be

103.95 - 0.05°K.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 The Absorption Spectrum

Line width and second moment values at temperatures between 20°K

and the melting point are shown in figure 18. The spectra did not

exhibit appreciable fine structure at any temperature.

In the temperature interval between 20°K and 7Q°K liquid hydrogen

was used as coolant while from 70°K to the melting point liquid nitrogen

was used. The experimental values above 70°K were obtained during a

single experimental run while those at lower temperatures were obtained

during several other runs.

8.3.2 Spin Lattice Relaxation Time

The variation of T with temperature is shown in figure 19. A
1
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minimum value was observed at about 90°K and also a curious anomaly

below 50°K. Most of the experimental points were obtained during a

single run using firstly liquid hydrogen and secondly liquid nitrogen

as coolant, without allowing the sample to melt. The low temperature

anomaly was checked in a separate run to ensure that it was a real

effect. The minimum value for T was also remeasured.

Below 60°K the direct recovery method was used while at tempera¬

tures higher than this it was necessary to use progressive saturation.

In the latter case the minimum value ofW T. was roughly 16 so that
m 1

the conditions of Case 2 (Section 3«3) were reasonably well satisfied.

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 The Absorption Spectrum

Using the structural parameters of Bartell and Bonham (1559) the
t

rigid-lattice intramolecular contribution, , to the second moment is
2 "

found to be 11.3 G . The intermolecular contribution, , can be

reliably computed using the crystal structure data of Section (8.2.2).
o

All inter-proton distances up to 7 A have been treated exactly and an

integration, assuming a uniform density, has been performed for the
2 "

remainder. A value of 6.2 G is obtained for Kg 98°K.
Two factors reduce the accuracy of the theoretical second moment

value at temperatures below 4C°K. Firstly the effects of lattice con¬

traction cannot be reliably estimated. From the scant amount of evi¬

dence that is available on other crystals (e.g. cyclohexane and benzene,
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Eades, 1552) a linear lattice contraction of the order of one percent

may be expected for an 80° drop in temperature. This figure will be

assumed as an approximate correction end this gives an intermolecular

contribution of roughly 6.6 G at temperatures in the region of 20° to

30°E. Secondly, large amplitude zero-point vibrations of the molecules

in the lattice leads to a reduction in the intramolecular contribution

by an appreciable amount, as mentioned in Section (2.2.2). This effect

is particularly significant in ethylene because of the small moment of

inertia of the ethylene molecule about the figure axis and the low

bander hindering reorientation of the molecules about this axis in the

lattice. From the data (Section 8.4.2) it is estimated that this

barrier is a little lower than 2.5 k. cal./mole.

Das (1957) has shown that the reduction in the contribution to the

second moment due to a proton pair executing torsional oscillations

about an axis perpendicular to the interproton vector is (equation (2.9)

with n = 2)

/ = [1 (8.1)* O

where <V> is the average potential energy of the oscillating group and

V0 is the height of the hindering potential barrier. Assuming the

molecules to be in the torsional ground state and'that a harmonic

oscillator approximation holds (e.g. Eyring, Walter and Kimball, 1948,

P 360)
%
2

where(E>is the ground state energy eigenvalue and I is the moment of

<T>-*<*>-§ja (8'2)
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inertia of the molecule about the torsional axis.

Hence j = M - 1.55 ^|==r] (8*3)
This expression is slightly different from the expression given by Das

(1957) which contained an error.

It is only necessary to consider oscillation of the whole molecule

in the lattice potential in making the above correction. The barrier

hindering torsion of the CH^ groups with respect to one another is
roughly 25 k. cal./mole. (Herzberg, 1945* P 277) end this process will

thus produce much smaller effects.

Using equation (8.5) vdth the barrier height 2.5 k. cal./mole.

mentioned earlier and the moment of inertia of the ethylene molecule

about the figure axis, calculated with the aid of the structural data

of Bartell and Bonham (1 959), it is found that the intramolecular second
2

moment is reduced to roughly 10.2 G . While the torsional oscillations

may be expected to affect some of the intermolecular second moment con¬

tributions as well, these reductions will be small and as an approxi¬

mation -will be neglected.

The total "rigid-lattice" theoretical second moment at tempera-
2

tures in the region of 20° to 30°K may thus be quoted as 16.8 G , It

is difficult to estimate an uncertainty in this figure but taking all
+ 2

the factors into eccount safe limits are - 1 G .

As can be seen from figure 18, the second moment values, while

somewhat scattered, indicate a fairly marked temperature dependence in
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the interval 20°K to 50°K. This is to be ejected, since an increasing

number of molecules will be excited into torsional states higher than

the ground state as the temperature is raised. n even larger reduction

in second moment than is predicted by equation (8.3) will thus occur,

lattice expansion also plays a part in the temperature dependence.

The absorption spectra measurements were made before the measure¬

ments and, to ensure that no saturation was occurring, most of the spectra

were run in the tenperature interval 30-50°K. In fact evidence has

been obtained that is considerably shorter at 20°K than at 1D°K. It

is desirable that further spectra be run at 20°K since at this tempera-r

ture the reduction factor given by equation (8.3) should be fairly
/

reliable. (Only 1 in 10^" molecules are not in the vibrational ground
2

state at 20°K while at 40oK this ratio has become 1 in 10 ).

From figure 18 it can however be seen that at 20°K the second
2

moment has a value in the neighbourhood of 16.8 G in good agreement

v.ith the "rigid-lattice" theoretical value. In view of the small amount

of data at this temperature and the uncertainty in the theoretical inter-

molecular contribution, mentioned above, it is only possible to state

that these measurements roughly confirm the molecular structure of

Bartell and Bonham (l959).

Between 50°K and 70°K the spectrum appears to narrow indicating

that some form of molecular reorientation is occurring at a rate greater

than about 5 x 10^ c/s. The steady value of the second moment attained
2

between 70°K and the melting point is 10.6 G .
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There are three two fold axes in each molecule about which reorien¬

tation may occur. The moment of inertia of the molecule about the

figure (C = C) axis is n factor six times smaller than the maximum

moment of inertia. ffotion about the figure axis only involves the

hydrogen atoms and it may be considered the most likely possibility.

Ultimately of course the form of motion depends on the relative magni¬

tudes of the hindering potential barriers, (it seems unlikely that

simultaneous reorientation about two axes would occur since this would

approximate to isotropic reorientation).

Reorientation about any of the three diad axes produces a negli-
i

gible reduction in the intramolecular- contribution, . Using the two

fold reduction factor (equation 2.8) it is found that for 180° flip

reorientation about the figure axis (and allowing also for the effects
V

of the rapid molecular oscillations about each mean position) has
2

the reduced value of 9.9 G • The reduction in the intermolecular con¬

tribution produced by this motion is more difficult to compute but an

+ 2
estimate of 4 - 1 G at 98°K has been arrived at using the generalised

reduction factor of /narew and Fades (i 953s.)» Details are given in

/ppendix 1. It is expected that motion about either of the other two

diad axes would give a similar reduced intermolecular contribution, but

these calculations have not been carried out. Free classical rotation

of the molecules about their figure axes may be ruled out since at all

tenperatures the barrier height was more than an order of magnitude

greater than KT. (This process would give a total reduced second moment
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2

of less than 7.9 G ).

The theoretical second moment for the case of 180° flipsreorien-
+ 2

tation about the figure axis is thus 13.9 - 1 G at 98°K. This is con-

2
siderably higher than the experimental value of 10.6 G . This dis¬

crepancy may in part be attributed to the fact that the effects of

molecular vibrations have been under-estimated. Some doubt must how¬

ever be expressed ebout the experimental values in this region.

Gutowsky, Kistiakowsky, Pake and Purcell (1949) investigated the

absorption spectrum of ethylene at a single temperature, 90°K, and
2

obtained a value of 13.1 G for the second moment. This is considerably

closer to the theoretical estimate given above.

It is possible that in the present investigation the sample may

not have been truly polycrystalline in the temperature interval 70°K to

the melting point. As stated earlier, all the points in this interval

were obtained during a single run. Cooling of the sample may have been

carried out too slowly so that fairly large single crystals were formed.

(Ethylene has a melting point only 27° above the liquid nitrogen

boiling point and cooling of the sample was effected by means of

exchange gas in the cryostat). In the readings taken using liquid

hydrogen as coolant, the sample was cooled more rapidly and was thus

probably more truly polycrystalline. Unfortunately the above possi¬

bilities only became apparent after the experimental readings had been

completed.

It is desirable that the measurements between 70°K and the melting
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point be repepted preferpbly after having frozen the sample using

liquid hydrogen as coolant. A check on the polyciystnllinity could be

carried out by observing the spectra for various orientations of the

sample in the magnetic field to ensure that there was no anisotropy.

No definite conclusions concerning the form of molecular motion

near the melting point can be made at present. It seems, in any case,

unlikely that the second moment data can ever provide unambiguous

evidence on this point because of the relatively small overall reduction

which is predicted. Nevertheless it can be stated that some form of

motion does occur at a rate greater than about 5 x icA c/s at tempera¬

tures above 60°K. It is clearly not isotropic reorientation of the
2

molecules since this would reduce the second moment to 1.3 G in this

case. The most likely form of reorientation consistent with the evi¬

dence is about the two fold molecular figure axis.

8.4.2 Spin hat-1' ca ^"laxation Time

As may be seen from figure 1 9 T^ exhibits quite normal behaviour
above 50°K and is consistent with the line width data. The minimum

value of T^ is 0.12 seconds at a temperature of 91 °K. This minimum value
is somewhat higher than has been observed in other solid hydrocarbons

and the reasons for this will be discussed later in this section. Below

50°K an anomalous drop from 300 seconds to an apparently steady value of

about 75 seconds was observed. This curious behaviour will also be dis¬

cussed later.

In figure 20 a semi-logarithmic plot of T^ against 10^/T (°K) ^
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is shown. From the limited number of points in the straight line region

it is possible to obtain the activation energy, E , of the reorientation8.

process. 7/ith the aid of equation (5*3) a value of about 1.9 k. cal./

mole, is found.

Since a minimum was observed, and making the assumption that the

reorientation process may be described by a single correlation time T

and that equation (2.10) applies, it is possible to obtain the value of

the constant from the value of (T )^n« The B.P.P. theory (equation
2.10) yields the relationship

(T^Min = C1 X llf" (8*^
Using the value of thus obtained it is possible to deduce values of

T
c from the measured values. Figure 21 shows a plot of log^QtOo'T^

■z

against 10 /T (°K) in the temperature interval 50°K to the melting

point. The slope of the straight line through the points gives a value

of 2.0 - 0.3 k. cal./mole, for E . The points do not lie on a good

straight line and it seems likely that the simple egression for a

thermally activated process (equation 5»1 ) does not strictly apply.

In part this may be due to the effects of lattice expansion with rising

temperature since this reduces the hindering potential barrier which is

entirely interrnolecular in origin. A more interesting possibility which

must be considered is that of molecular reorientation by quantum mechanical

tunnelling through the hindering potential barrier.

Tunnelling has been suggested as a possibility in several other

substances (e.g. Sachs, 1949; Tomita, 1953; Powles and Gutowsky, 1955)»
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and must be considered whenever a system of protons is undergoing reor¬

ientation about a symmetry axis. Powles and Gutowsky (l955) have carried

out a theoretical and experimental investigation of the importance of

reorientation by tunnelling in the case of the methyl group. This work

has been extended by Stejskal and Gutowsky (l 958) and Stejskal, rtoessner,

Farrar and Gutowsky (1959). Fas (i956, 1957) has given a generalised

theoretical treatment of the tunnelling process in solids.

As is well known, the rate of barrier penetration by tunnelling

depends on the area under the hindering potential barrier (i.e. it

depends on the height and width of the barrier). For significant tun¬

nelling effects to occur at low temperatures a low barrier, with an axis

of as high a symmetry as possible, is advantageous. In favourable cases

n.m.r. has shown that methyl group reorientation by tunnelling can persist

down to very low temperatures (^ 20°K) at a rate sufficiently high to

narrow the absorption spectrum (Lawrenson and Kushworth, 1959; Ajidrew,

Fades, El Saffar and Llewellyn, 1960). While the relatively clear cut

effect of tunnelling on the absorption spectrum may be readily under¬

stood, the relationship between the tunnelling frequencies and T^ is
probably more complex end this point has been discussed by Stejskal and

Gutowsky (1958).

The problem of tunnelling in ethylene will be considered using the

approach outlined by Powles and Gutowsky (1955)» Stejskal and Gutowsky

(1958) and Das (1957). The only possibility that need be consider is

tunnelling of whole molecules, through the hindering lattice potential,
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about their figure axes. The moment of inertia of the molecules about
i C 2>

this axis is 5.64 x 10 g cm which is not much larger than that of

the methyl group about its three fold axis (5*34 x 10 g cm ).
The barrier hindering reorientation of the molecules in the lattice

is assumed to be of the form

V0
V = — (1 + cos 2<i0 (8.5)

where V0 is the height of the barrier and <f> is the angular coordinate

referring to the molecular reorientation. As an approximation this

barrier is assumed to be time and temperature independent. Neither of

these assumptions is strictly valid and the barrier may not in fact be

sinusoidal. Substituting the potential function given by equation (8.5)

into the Schrodinger equation the two-nodal Mathieu equation is obtained
,2
——+ [a " t cos 2 <£> ] M (<f>) =0 (8.6)

d -<f) 2
where M (<£>) is the wave function and

fc2 2

5 e — v—

o vO
fc2

For a Sf (8.6) approximates to the harmonic oscillator equation while

for a » S it approximates to that of the rigid rotator. The general

solution is not simple but fortunately very complete tables of solutions

exist for the two-nodal equation viz: Tables Relating to Mathieu

Functions (Columbia University Press, N.Y. , 1951)• These tables have

been extended by Blanch and Rhodes (i955)• In the tables the solutions
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are given for the equetion in the form

2
d

+ (b - S cos2cj>) M (<f>) = 0 (8.7)
d 2<f>

Equetion (8.6) is obtained from (8.5) by making the substitution cos 2 4> -

2 S
2 cos ~<f> -1 and with a = b - ■— .

A set of pairs of torsional energy levels is obtained. The wave

function of the lower eneigy level in each pair is antisymmetric with

respect to inversion in the origin while the upper one is symmetric

(Herzberg, 1 9U5> P 225; Eyring, Walter and Kimball, I944t p 310). It

can be shown that the rate of barrier penetration by tunnelling is given

by the splitting of each torsional pair (Eyring, Walter and Kimball, 19AA-,

p 310). Y/ith the aid of the tables mentioned above the required splitting

for the m'th torsional state is

WT A am * T7T 4. >1 " beJ4tu. m 1+1tl m + 1 em

in frequency units. The tables are available for m = 0 to 15.

An average tunnelling frequency may be defined by the relationship
E

) >.) exp (- —2.)L V m

y - (8.9"t cO
~ E

L ex? <- $
m = 0

where V is the tunnelling frequency for the m'th pair of levels and E

is the mean energy of the pair. (Equation (8.9) corresponds to weighting

the tunnelling frequency for each pair with the probability of a mole¬

cule being in this torsional state). Stejskal and Gutowsky (l95^) have
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pointed out that there are several objections to the use of equation

(8.9)» particularly when the higher torsional states become important.

They remark that the best test of its validity is comparison with experi¬

ment.

Using equation (8.9) and the extended tables of Blanch and Rhodes

(1955) the average tunnelling frequency has been calculated as a func¬

tion of temperature for two barrier heights Vc = 2 k. cal./mole. (700 cm ^)
and VD = 2.5 k. cal./mole. (825 cm >!). In figure 22 log^y^ is plotted
against 10^/T (°K) ^ for these two cases (full lines). Although the

tables give the parameters to eight decimal places (nine or ten signifi¬

cant figures for the higher torsional states) they do not give the

ground state splittings with sufficient accuracy in either case. Re¬

course has been made to the expression of Goldstein (l929) (quoted by

Das, 1957). For the m'th state the splitting is given by

p3m + 4 1 C C
A b = —r S (2m + 3)A exp (-2S2) (1 + —r + — + ...) (8.10)m x2 ml S* s

ft

For the ground state (m = 0), C = -0.43, end = -0.19. Using (8.10)

accurate values of the ground state splittings were obtained which were

consistent with the less accurate values obtained directly from the

tables.

For the 2.0 k. cal./mole. barrier the ground state tunnelling fre¬

quency is found to be 2.4 x 10^ c/s while for the 2.5 k. cal./mole.

barrier it is 2.3 x 10 c/s. These frequencies are insufficient to

narrow the absorption spectrum so that it attains its full width at very
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low temperatures (apart from the zero point vibrational correction).

The tunnelling frequency increases rapidly for the higher torsional

states ana thus this process may be expected to play an important role

in the molecular reorientation at higher temperatures.

For the energy states above the barrier a classical expression may

be used to describe the rotation. Das (i957) has given such an

expression for the probability of transition from one well to another,
V Vc

w - fe(" k? (8,11)
The calculated reorientation frequencies at temperatures near the

melting point have been checked vdth the aid of this expression, as has

the infinite temperature limit, and good agreement obtained.

In order to compare the tunnelling theory predictions with experi¬

ment it is necessary to calculate reorientation frequencies from the T^
data. Stejskal and Gutowsky (l958) have given a fairly lengthy dis¬

cussion of this point. The simplest way of doing this is to assume that
V'- ^

the motion may be described by a single correlation time,Tc» and that
an exponential form for the correlation function of the random motion

may be used as is done in the B.F.F. theory. This leads to a Eebye

spectral density function which is the basis of equation (2.10). As

will be mentioned later it is likely that the interactions between

diagonally opposite protons in each molecule and the intermolecular

interactions dominate in the spin lattice relaxation process. It will

nevertheless be assumed that the B.P.P. theory may be apiilied and that

the correlation time analysis carried out earlier in this section is
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valid. It will also be assumed that the relationship

may be used (unlike the three nodal case in which nearest neighbour

interactions are most important and Tc = ^ ^ (Powles and Gutowsky,
"1955))* This approach should be accurate enough for an order of magni¬

tude comparison between theory and experiment.

Apparent tunnelling frequencies have been deduced from the

relaxation times in this way and are plotted in figure 22. In the inter¬

val between 50°K and the melting point there is quite reasonable agree¬

ment with the theoretical predictions and a barrier height of about

2.4 k. cal./mole. is indicated. It is to be expected that the true

barrier height should be higher than the apparent activation energy (even

with the zero point energy of 0.2 k. cal./mole. included) when barrier

penetration by tunnelling is occurring. The fact that the points curve

more rapidly than the theoiy predicts may be partly explained by the

temperature dependence of the barrier as a result of lattice expansion.

Below 50°K the anomaly occurred and the points depart from the

theoretical predictions.

In fact the relationship between and the tunnelling frequency

may be rather complex especially at low temperatures when most of the

molecules are in the lower torsional states. The Fourier spectral in¬

tensities of the position functions may not approximate to the Debye

function and could quite conceivably possess structural features.

Stejskal and Gutowsky (.1958) have suggested that "tunnelling resonances"
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may occur for certain values of the Larmor frequency. These authors

furthermore point out that the mechanism by which energy is exchanged

between spin system and lattice also needs careful consideration.

Further mention of these points is made in Section (9.4.2) in the dis¬

cussion of the results obtained on methyl group tunnelling in n-butane.

It must be stressed that the plotted points in figure 22 are only

the apparent tunnelling frequencies. The values below 50°K clearly show

that the simple theory is inadequate in this range.

Further experiments are required to investigate the anomaly in

below 50°K. Firstly it is desirable that measurements be carried

out on another sample of ethylene to ensure that it is a real phenomenon

in this substance. It is difficult to see how any form of impurity

could cause the effect. Smith (1962) has observed an anomalous minimum

in the data of Hexamethylenetetramine at a temperature of 250°K.

This was shown to be caused by a 0.1 percent impurity of water molecules

which were diffusing rapidly through the host lattice. Heat treatment

of the sample removed the water impurity and the sample then behaved

normally.

At temperatures below 50°K it is most unlikely that self-diffusion

of any proton bearing impurity through the ethylene lattice would occur.

(The presence of H^ impurity seems unlikely from the supplied purity
data and in any case would not be condensed). The most probable impurity

is 0.1 percent ethane. While methyl group reorientation in this mole¬

cule could persist down to these temperatures the reorientation rate
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(and concentration) would appear to be too low to produce such a marked

anomaly. Paramagnetic impurity would also not be expected to produce

the anomalous behaviour.

Assuming for the moment that the effect is characteristic of pure

ethylene then it is necessary that some form of molecular motion be

responsible. It has been suggested that there are two forms of mole¬

cular motion occurring. Firstly there is the 180° flip reorientation

about the molecular figure axis by tunnelling through the hindering

barrier with an average frequency in the region of 10"* c/s at 20°K.

Secondly there are the associated relatively large amplitude torsional
1 2

vibrations with a frequency of 5 x 10 c/s in the ground state. It

must be conjectured that one or other of these processes produces a

greater Fourier spectral intensity in the neighbourhood of the Larmor

frequency at 20°K than at 50°K. It is difficult to see how the tun¬

nelling process could produce such an effect. As the temperature is

lowered an increasing number of molecules occupy the torsional ground

state so that a region of constant may be expected, but without the

observed decrease, (it is unlikely that any drastic change in barrier

shape could occur in this interval). It is conceivable that some com¬

bination of torsional and lattice vibrations could be responsible for

the effect, becoming: more important at low temperatures when most of the

molecules are in the torsional ground state. There appears to be re¬

latively little known about such processes and further experiments are

clearly required over as wide a range of Larmor frequency as possible.
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It would also be interesting to carry out an investigation of

partially deuterated ethylene molecules such as CHD = CHD. High purity

samples of this substance are commercially available. The weighting of

the molecule would make tunnelling a much less important process.

Finally in this section it is necessary to consider the value of (T^)
min. The observed value was 0.12 seconds which is a factor five times

higher than is predicted by the B.P.P. theory for the case of random

molecular reorientation.

Holcomb and Pedersen (1 962) have performed measurements on a

single crystal of Ca 80^.2^0 and on Li^ S0^.Ho0 powder. They showed
that 180° flip reorientations of the water molecules provided the

relaxation mechanism. As mentioned in Section (2.2.1) for an isolated

proton pair interchange of the two nuclei produces no change in the inter¬

action because of the symmetry properties of the triplet state. Holcomb

and Pedersen (i962) carried out theoretical calculations for a four spin

system consisting of two pairs undergoing 180° reorientations (approxi¬

mating to a favourable orientation of the Ca SOj .2Hr,0 crystal), while
the singlet-triplet representation is no longer a good one they showed

that the relaxation was due to interpair rather than intrapair dipolar

interactions. (Correspondingly the only effect on the absorption spec¬

trum is a slight narrowing due to the decrease in the interpair inter¬

actions produced by the motion).

For ethylene molecules performing 180° reorientations (about their

C = C axes) it can be seen by performing classical averages over the
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various position functions that only the interactions between diagonally

opposite protons in each molecule and the intermolecular interactions,

will be responsible for the relaxation process. Interactions between

nearest neighbours in each molecule only become effective when random

motion is occurring. The high value of the minimum is thus con¬

sistent with the proposed form of molecular reorientation. Quantitative

calculations for relaxation in single reorienting ethylene molecules are

under consideration.
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9. n-BUTANE n-C,H.„
A- 1 u

9.1 The f-ample

As in the case of ethylene the sample was supplied by the National

Chemical Laboratories, Tedcington. The stated purity was 99.97!^ as

determined by mass-spectrograph and gas chromatography methods. The

only detectable impurity was 0,03% iso-butane.

Since n-butane is gaseous at room temperature it was supplied at

atmospheric pressure in a 500 ml pyrex flask with break-tip seal.

Exactly the same procedure was followed as was used in adapting the

ethylene sample for investigation (Section 8.1).

9.2 Physical lata

9.2.1 Molecular Structure

n-butane is a saturated normal hydrocarbon and the bond lengths and

bond angles may be expected to conform to the usual values found for this

type of molecule. Deference to Tables of Interatomic Distances (Chemical

Society Special Publication No. 11 , 1958) gives the following values

C - C = 1.54 Aj C - H = 1.10 A,

with all the angles tetrahedral.

9.2.2 Thermal Data

Heat capacity measurements on n-butane have been made by Aston and

Messerly (l9A0). A first order solid state phase transition was observed

at 107.58 - 0.10°K while the melting point was found to be 134.87 -

0.05°K. The data gives:-
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Entropy of Transition = 4.6 e.u.

Entropy of Fusion = 8.25 e.u.

The entropy values indicate that the high temperature solid phase

does not belong to the plastic crystal classification. Timroermans (l96l)

has given a rough upper limit of 5 e.u. for the entropy of fusion of

plastic crystals and it is often considerably lower than this (c.f.

cyclobutane).

5.2.3 Crystal Structure

The crystal structure of n-butane does not appear to have been

studied directly in either of the two solid phases. X-ray crystallo-

graphic studies have been carried out on other members of the n-paraffin

series, n-C,H„ for various N values between 5 end 36, notably by' N 2N+ 2

Miiller (1928, 1930, 1932), Miiller and Lonsdale (194-8), Mazee (1948) and

Smith (1953)» ^>11 the evidence relating to the structures, including

geometrical close packing arrangements, is given by Kitaigorodskii

(1961, pp. 187-207). It appears that there are four crystalline modi¬

fications. In all of them the molecular axes are aligned parallel and

the carbon atoms form a planar zigzag structure in the crystal.

For N even and between 8 and 24 the structure is triclinic. (For

odd N the structure is orthorhombic). The reasons for the differences

in structure are readily explained by the differences in molecular

symmetry and a recent discussion of this point has been given by

Itayukh (1963).

For odd N> 9 a solid rotational transition is exhibited near the
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melting points, the molecules starting to rotate about their long axes.

For N > 21 all the homologues (up to N = 36, the highest member studi ed)

exhibit such transitions. The crystal structure of the high tempera¬

ture solid phase approximates to close packed hexagonal in all cases.

The thermal data for these cases is summarized by Echaerer, Bayle and

Mazee (i556) and is further discussed by Mnyukh (1963).

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Line width end Second Moment

These parameters are shown plotted versus temperature in figure 23.

Observations were made over the temperature range 20°K to the melting

point. Below the solid state transition temperature both line width and

second moment have effectively constant values. An excessively long

spin lattice relaxation time prevented reliable measurement of the

second moment at the lowest temperatures. Even with very small r.f.

power levels the second moment values were smaller at 20°K than at higher

temperatures which indicated that slight saturation was occurring. At
+ 2

90°K the measured second moment was 18.5 - 0.7 G .

The transition at 107.6°K was accompanied by an abrupt change in

line width and second moment. Between this point and the melting point

these quantities exhibited a fairly marked, and reproducible, tempera¬

ture dependence. It is thus not possible to assign a specific value to

the second moment in this region and the significance of the values is

somewhat reduced as mentioned in Section (2.2.2).
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9.3.2 Spin Lattice Relaxation

Figure 24 shows the variation of with tenperature. Below 75°K

direct recovery was used while at higher temperatures progressive

saturation was necessary. The conditions of Case 2 (Section 3*3) were

well satisfied in the latter case since the minimum value ofu T, was
m 1

roughly 47.

Most of the readings were taken in a run in which the sample was

kept frozen for several days. Two attempts were made to measure T^ at
20°K, without success. The limiting factor was the lack of long term

stability of the equipment at this temperature (mainly because of the

hydrogen boil off rate). It must be concluded that T^ at temperatures
3

near 20°K is somewhat longer than 10 seconds.

At the solid state transition point a discontinuity in slope and,

to a small extent, in magnitude of T. occurred.1

9.4 Discussion

9.4.1 The 'bsorption "pectrum

(a) Low Temperature Solid Phase 200-107.6°K
«

The intramolecular contribution Kg to the rigid lattice second
moment may be calculated using the structural parameters of Section 9.2.1.

2
From the Van Vleck (l948) expression (equation 2.6) a value of 22.1 G

is obtained. (.Andrew (l 950) has given an expression for the intra con¬

tribution for the general member of the C £L „ series, which for&
n 2n + 2 '

n-C H yields the value 22.3 G^).
4 10
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It is necessary to estimate the reduction produced in this value by

torsional oscillations of the two CH^ groups. ?or the esse of a group
of three nuclei oscillating about the three fold symmetry axis the

general second moment reduction factor of Das (1957) takes the for®

(equation 2.9 with n « 3)

f « 1 - ^ (9.1)
where <V> is the aean potential energy of the group and V0 is the height

of the hindering potential barrier. Using the harmonic oscillator

approximation to the tiireo nodal j/athieu equation (..gyring, Walter and

Kimball, 19UU, p }60) and considering' only ground state vibrations

(quite s good approximation at 20°K) the reduction factor for each CH^
group oscillating about its tnree fold axis is

f « ft - 1.0?, (9.2)
j7Tf0

Using this expression and assuming a value of 2.5 k. cel./mole, for Vc

(?ection 9.1.2) it is found that the intra contribution is reduced by
2

roughly 5 percent to 21.1 G .

Even without the Intermclc-cular contribution the above value Is

considerably larger than the observed second moment at ell tempera turea

at which eeesurements were made. This indicates that some form of mole¬

cular reorientation was occurring. Prom previous n.m.r. work on this

type of molecule by Eushworth (1950 and Lawrenson and Eurhworth (1559)

it is highly likely that methyl group reorlentstion is the cause of the

line narlowing in the low temperature solid phase.
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The rigid lattice intermolecular contribution to the second moment,
ft

, which is appreciably smaller than the intra contribution, may be

estimated from the crystal structure data available for the higher
ft

members of the series. .Andrew and Eades (l953a) have calculated M for

n-hexane at 120°K. Assuming an orthorhombic unit cell on the basis of

the work of Mtiller (l 930) they considered the interactions of a typical

methylene group pair in one molecule with protons in neighbouring mole-
o

cules. Distances up to $h were treated exactly and an integration,

assuming a uniform proton density, performed for the remainder. .Allowing
2

for lattice contraction a value of 9.6 G was obtained at 120°K. This

value will be more accurate the longer the carbon chain length assuming

that the molecular packing remains the same. Actually the crystal

structure of n-hexane is probably triclinic from the more recent evidence

quoted in Section (9.2.3). However, because of the general similarity

in packing in the two structures, the above value should be reasonably

reliable.

With sufficient accuracy for determining qualitative motional

information which is clearly all that can be obtained, this same value
If

will be assumed for in n-butane. Allowing a large uncertainty, the
+ 2

total "rig:id-lattice" second moment may be quoted as 30.7 - 1.5 0

temperatures near 10G°K.

As mentioned above, CH^ group reorientation about the three fold
symmetry axis is the probable form of motion below the solid state

i

transition temperature. The reduction in M produced by this motion has
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been calculated as follows. Firstly the contributions due to the

protons in each CH^ group are reduced by a factor 4 as may be seen from
equation (2.7)• In considering the reduction in the contributions due

to interactions between protons in each CH^ group with the other protons
in the molecule, it is necessary to use the general expression of

Andrew and Sad.es (1953a) since both the interproton distances and

directions are time varying. (The general reduction factor is quoted

in Appendix l). These calculations yield a value of 11,0 G for the

reduced intramolecular contribution. It should be noted that it is not

necessary to consider the effects of torsional vibrations when CH^
group reorientation is occurring since n.m.r. does not distinguish

between continuous and discontinuous motion about an axi3 of three fold

or higher symmetry (c.f. ethylene).
t

Deducting the reduced value of K_ from the experimental value of

18.5 - 0.7 G^ (at 90oK) leaves 7«5 - 0.7 G^ as the reduced inter-

molecular contribution. This is 22 percent smaller than the suggested

rigid lattice value. A fairly small reduction due to CE^ group reorien¬
tation is to be expected since only six out of the ten protons in each

molecule are moving. Taking into account the persistence of motion at

a rate sufficiently rapid to narrow the spectrum even at 20°K (and which

will be accounted for by the CH^ group tunnelling theory) it may be con¬
cluded that CH^ group reorientation is the actual form of motion at tem¬
peratures below 107.6°K.
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(t>) High ?c;. .:oi-..ture "olid .'h: se 1 07.6°-13A-.9CI- (■-"eltin; Point)

The abrupt change in line width and second moment which accom¬

panies the solid state transition indicates the onset of a new form of

molecular motion. The most probable form of motion, consistent with

the thermal data, is reorientation of the molecules about their long

axes (passing through the mid-points of the C - C bonds).
♦

The effect of such motion on M has been estimated as follows.

Firstly it is necessary to consider the composite motion of the CH^
groups about two axes. Powles and Gutowsky (l953a» b) have treated

this case. They have shown that for a CII^ group reorienting about its
three fold axis and also executing free rotation about some other axis

making an angle \fj with the first, the second moment reduction factor is

given by

f * = 76 (3 cos2y, - i)2 (9.3)
(For Y' = 0 this reduces to the value 0.25 obtained from equation (2.7)).
Using equation (9.3) the reduced contribution due to the interaction

between the protons in each CH^ group may be calculated. The reduction
in the second moment contribution due to the interactions between the

four methylene group protons may also be readily calculated using

equation (2.7). As an approximation the remaining contributions due to

interactions between the CH_ protons and the other protons in the mole¬

cule have been assumed to be the same for the composite motion as when

CH^ group reorientation alone is occurring. This gives an upper limit
value fox- the reduced intra contribution (to quite a good approximation).
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2

The value obtained is 3•'I 1 •

The reduced inteimolecular contribution cannot be estimated as

reliably. Andrew (i 950) has given a theoretical treatment for the case

of uncorrelated rotation of long chain n-hydrocarbons about their long

axes (assumed parallel). It was shown that the intermolecular contri¬

bution to the second moment is reduced to about one third of the rigid

lattice value by this process. Ahile this factor will be less accurate

the shorter the carbon chain length, it nevertheless gives a reasonable

indication of the reduction to be expected.

Some change in crystal structure must accompany the transition in

n-butane. If the molecules start to reorient about their long axes then

the structure will approximate to that of close packed cylinders giving

the hexagonal type lattice which is found in the long chain n-hydro-

carbons near their melting points (Section 9.2.3).
+ 2

With sufficient accuracy however a value of 3 - 1.5 G will be
II

assumed for the reduced Kg in n-butane for the case of uncorrelated
long axis rotation. The total theoretical second moment for this type

+ 2
of motion is thus 6.1 - 1,5 G . The observed second moment decreases

2 2
from a value of roughly 11.5 G at 108°K to 9.5 G at the melting point.

This slow regular (and reproducible) decrease is quite different from

the normal line width transition behaviour (c.f. cyclopropane).

The discrepancy between theory and experiment indicates that in

this phase the molecules are not in fact rotating freely about their

long axes. A possible explanation is that some correlation of the
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motion of neighbouring molecules is present. .Andrew (i 950) has

suggested that this may occur in dicetyl, n~^2 ^66* near rael^ing
point.

Correlated motion of the molecules may be expected to give a higher

reduced intermolecular contribution than for uncorrelated motion. If

only a certain fraction of the molecules effectively rotate at any

specific temperature, because of the correlation, then both intra and

inter contributions will be proportionally higher. The marked tempera¬

ture dependence of the second moment between the transition point and

the melting point may then be explained by assuming that the motion

becomes increasingly uncorrelated as the temperature is raised.

Associated with such motional changes a marieed increase in the volume

of the unit cell may be expected to occur. X-ray studies in this phase

would be interesting. It is possible that other effects, such as tor¬

sional oscillations and "flexing" of the molecules, may also be impor¬

tant.

9.1.2 Spin-Lattice Relaxation

Although Tj measurements were made in both solid phases, as can be
seen from figure 2L, it is only possible to obtain quantitative infor¬

mation from the measurements in the low temperature region. Above the

transition T appears to decrease rather slowly. It has been suggested

in the preceding section that there are two forms of molecular motion in

this phase; Gi, group reorientation and also reorientation of whole
j

molecules about their long axes. There are correspondingly two correla-
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tion times to describe this composite motion. It would appear that the

correlation time for the CH^ group motion is on the short side of the
value corresponding to the minimum: (the rate of this motion having

discontinuously increased at the transition point) while the corre¬

lation time for the more general motion is on the long side of the value

corresponding.to the minimum. The overlapping of these two effects

leads to the relatively constant value of T^ between 108°K and 135°K.
Figure 25 shows a semi-logarithmic plot of against 10 /T (°k) ^

for the low temperature solid phase. A least squares calculation yields

a value of 1.5 k. cal./mole. for the activation energy of the CH^ group
reorientation process. Rushworth (1954) has obtained values for the

equivalent activation energies in n-hexane and n-pentane. These were

2.9 and 2.7 k. cal./mole. respectively. The activation energy in n-

butane thus appears to be appreciably lower then in either of these two

cases. (The zero point energy is about 0.3 k. cal./mole. for all these

cases).

Since the absorption spectrum has not broadened to the rigid

lattice value at tenperatures below 40°K it is necessary to assume that

CHj group reorientation is occurring at a rate greater than 5 x 10^ c/s
at these temperatures. Stejskal and Gutowsky (l958) have, as mentioned

in Section (8.4.2), treated in detail the problem of CH_ group tunnel¬

ling, through hindering potential barriers in solids. They have solved

(with the aid of a computer) the three nodal Mathieu equation which is

applicable to the torsional oscillations in this case. From the splittings
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of the torsional energy levels they hrve calculated tunnelling fre¬

quencies for each torsional state in a manner analogous to that used in

the case of ethylene (Section 8.1.2). *verege tunnelling frequencies

were calculated from these values, as a function of temperature, using

the definition given by equation (8.9). They have given their results

as a family of curves showing the average CH group tunnelling fre¬

quencies; for various barrier heights plotted against reciprocal tempera¬

ture.

For barrier heights of 2.5 k. cal./mole. or less the ground state

tunnelling frequency is greater than 10 c/s. It is clear that in such

cases the absorption spectrum will still be narrowed by this process even

at very low temperatures (■—'1°K). The absorption spectrum observations

in n-butane ere consistent with tunnelling theory predictions.

As mentioned in Section 8.1.2 the relationship between the tunnel¬

ling frequencies and may be rather complex. Just as in the case of

ethylene the predicted tunnelling frequencies have been compared with

the reorientation frequencies calculated from the data using the

B.P.P. theory.

SteJska1 and Gutowsky (i958) have adapted the B.P.P. theory to the

problem of spin lattice relaxation in a polycrystalline substance in

which CH^ group reorientation is occurring. For this case they obtain
the expression

i_ _ JL r
T. = 40 6

1 r

(5.4)
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where r is the interproton distance in each CP" group and Tq is the
correlation time. This expression is of the same functional form as

equation (2.10). Only the interactions between the CIT^ group protons
were considered in the derivation.

"bile it is possible to use the theoretical constant

0 • = (9A0)(YV/r6) in equation (9.4-) in extracting correlation times
t

from the T data, it is preferable to estimate C from the T. minimum
1 11

value using equation (8.4). No minimum was observed in n-butane but

Rushworth (1 950 has found that the minimum values in n-hexane and n-

pentane are roughly 0.01 seconds. In n-butane approximately the same

minimum value may be expected (a small error here will not greatly affect
. ' 10-2

the conclusions). Hence C, is found to be 1.00 x 10 sec . This is
1

9 -2
to be compared with the theoretical value of 3«81 x 10 sec . The dis¬

crepancy, by a factor 2.5, is in the right direction since interactions

between the Cfl^ group protons and other protons in the molecule and in
adjacent molecules have been ignored in the theoretical treatment.

Using the experimental value for the correlation times Tc have been
calculated from the measured T values.

1

For the case of random tunnelling of a methyl group between its

three equivalent positions Powles and Gutowsky (1955) have shown that

the tunnelling frequency V. and the correlation time are connected by
v

the relationship

r 1_
c ~ (9.5)

Values of the apparent tunnelling frequencies have been obtained from
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the T data in this way and are plotted versus 10 /T (°K) in figure

26. The theoretical curves shown are the predicted tunnelling fre¬

quencies for various barrier heights as calculated by Stejskal and Cutowsky

(1558).

■Vhile a definite departure from linearity of the apparent experi¬

mental tunnelling frequencies occurs at the lowest temperatures, as pre¬

dicted by the theory, there are' marked discrepancies which must be con¬

sidered. At the lowest temperatures the plotted points indicate a

barrier height of approximately 6 k. cal./mole. with a corresponding

ground state tunnelling frequency of less than 10^ c/s. This is in dis¬

agreement with the second moment results from which it was concluded

that Vt was somewhat greater than 5 x 10^" c/s. At higher temperatures
the experimental tunnelling frequencies increase more rapidly than is

predicted for a 5 to 6 k. cal./mole. barrier. In fact the experimental

points lie along a curve roughly parallel to that for a barrier in the

neighbourhood of 2.5 k. cal./mole. It appears likely that the apparent

tunnelling frequencies, derived from the T^ data, are displaced with
respect to the actual values.

The reason for this displacement probably lies in the use of the

B.P.I, theory in extracting; the tunnelling frequencies from the T^ values.
The B.I- ,P. theory assumes on exponential form for the correlation function

of the "random motion". This leads to a Iebye spectral density function

for the Fourier intensities of the nuclear position coordinates. In the

case of tunnelling at low temperatur es, v/hen most of the CH groups are in
j
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the ground torsional st"te, the quantized motion may be expected to give

rise to a spectral density function with maximum intensity at the tun¬

nelling frequency. A sharper cut-off in the intensity at higher fre¬

quencies than is given by the Tebye spectral density function may also

be expected. These simple arguments indicate that the use of the B.P.P.

theory for tunnelling frequency calculations could produce misleading

results of the type observed.

It. is important to remember that the absorption spectrum and T^
are sensitive to very different motional frequencies. The extremely long

T^ values near 20°K are thus not incompatible with the fact that the
spectrum is still narrowed by the CH group tunnelling.

Stejskal and Gutowsky (l958) have suggested ways of obtaining a

modified spectral density function applicable to the case of tunnelling

reorientation. Considering the various tunnelling frequencies, and

allowing for lifetime broadening of the torsional energy levels, an

expression for the spectral density function, which exhibits structural

features, may be obtained. In deriving this expression it is necessary

to introduce a number of uncertain constants which ore likely to vary

with temperature. It is to be expected that as the rotational states

become more inportant at higher temperatures the spectral density

function will tend towards the B.P.P. approximation.

It appears worthwhile to carry out T^ measurements at low tempera¬
tures (20o-10°K) as a function of Larmor frequency. At lower fre¬

quencies than that used in the present investigation (22.6 !'c/s) ,
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particularly at frequencies lower than 10 Kc/s, an anomalous decrease

in Tj may occur. (Unfortunately the permanent magnet used in the
present investigation only permits operation at 22.6 Mc/s) .

Finally it should be mentioned that there may v/ell be other factors

which need to be considered in the relaxation process. For example,

Stejsical and Gutowsky (1 95$) have pointed out that, because of the

symmetry requirements of the total wave function of the CH_ group, no

exchange of torsional and nuclear- magnetic energy v.ithin a pair of

torsional levels is allowed. (For an effectively isolated molecule no

relaxation would occur even in a torsional state in which tunnelling

occurred at the Larrnor frequency). Perturbing intermolecular effects

thus play an important part in the relaxation process.

Tunnelling effects appear to differ from case to case. In an

investigation of the d.1 metlylbutanes and trimethylbenzenes Andrev/,

hades, 31 Saffar ana Liow. iyn (i960) have obtained reasonable agree¬

ment between the data and the simple tunnelling theory predictions

of Stejskal and Gutowsky (l95S)• Further theoretical and experimental

work on this problem is clearly necessary.
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1°. SUIC'-TY OF KEFULTB CBT/INED VvTTH ETHYLENE AND n-BUTANE

Molecular reorientation has been shown to occur in the solid state

in both these substances. In both cases it has been suggested that

tunnelling plays an important part in the reorientation process.

In ethylene it is probable that the molecules reorient about their

two fold C = C symmetry axes. At 20°K the tunnelling frequency for this

process is insufficiently rapid to average out the dipolar interaction

and the full absorption line vddth is observed apart from the reduction

produced by zero point torsional oscillations. Over the temperature

range 50°K to the melting point, i04°K, the spin lattice relaxation

time data may be satisfactorily accounted for by the simple tunnelling

theory (which includes the effects of classical reorientation at the

higher temperatures). A barrier of about 2.4 k. cal./mole. is indi¬

cated. Below 50°K an unexplained anomaly in the spin lattice relaxation

time behaviour occurred. Further experiments to investigate this

effect are suggested.

In n-butane CK^ group reorientation occurs below the solid state
transition temperature. This process persists down to 20°K at a rate

sufficiently rapid to narrow the absorption spectrum, in agreement with

tunnelling theory predictions for a barrier height of less than 3 k. cal./

mole. The apparent activation energy for this process given directly by

the spin lattice relaxation time data is 2 k. cal./mole. The reorien¬

tation rates deduced from the spin lattice time data are, however, not

in good agreement with the tunnelling theory predictions. Various
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possible reasons for this ere discussed. .Above the solid state tran¬

sition temperature it is suggested that correlated motion of the mole¬

cules about their long axes occurs; the degree of correlation decreasing

as the melting point is approached.
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.APPENDIX 1

Ethylene: Pefluced intermolecular contribution to the Pecond Voment v:hen
hindered reorientation is occurring about the two fold figure axis

/■ndrew and Eades (l 953a) have derived the following results for

the reduced intermolecular contribution in the case of discontinuous

reorientation of the molecules about an n-fold axis in the lattice.

In this case (in the notation of equation 2.5)

K2" = 11(1 + l)Y2tiV1 [ Cjk
j > k

where for a polycrystalline specimen

Qjk = (A2 + D2 + P2 + 5G2) + ^ (B2 + C2 + E2)
+ ~ (AD + af + BF) - G (A + D + F)

with
2

n

A * h I pk"3
2

n

" = ^2 [ rjk"3 sin °os ^Jk
2

n

0 = ^2 [ rjk"3 sin 2tjk sin ^jk
2

n

E"hi Pk"3 sin>jkcoe,2^jk** I

2

3° >32E = ^2: rjk Bin >dk sin 2 i>k
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2

n

F = / r-3 . 2 , . 2 <
n r Jk 8in sin *Jk

2
n

r 1_ r -3
n2 *

«

end where <f>and \L are the azimuth and polar angles respectively of
JxC JK

the intemuclear vector r., with respect to the Z-axis of the crystal.

For ethylene each sum contains four terms. Because of the large

amount of computation involved only the twelve shortest distances (less
o

than 3 A) have been treated exactly and an estimate has bean made for the

remainder,

(a) r.k 5 A
These 12 inter-proton distances were treated exactly and the contri¬

bution due to this group was found to be reduced by a factor of 5*1 » com¬

pared to the rigid lattice contribution. In the rigid lattice case this

group provides I+-6 percent of the intermolecular second moment.

(b) rjk = 3 - A A
In this interval 10 proton pairs out of a total of 36 were inci¬

dentally considered in the calculations for group (a). A reduction by a

factor of 1.5 was found for these 10 which appear to be fairly represen¬

tative of this group. As an approximation this reduction factor will be

applied to the whole group.
o

(c) r^k = U - 5 A
jAgain 1 2 proton pairs out of a total of 62 were considered in the

calculations for group (a). For all 12 the contributions were increased
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by an average factor of 2.6. These 12 pairs are not however typical
o

since they were at times brought quite close together (^3 A) by the

motion. Out of the remaining 50 in this group the motion produced

relatively small changes in spacing for about half of them. Most of

the remainder were at times brought somewhat closer together by the

motion but a few moved further apart. A nett increased contribution

from this group is likely and a factor of 1.5 will be assumed,

(a) r■ * 5 - 7 A
JJV

In the rigid lattice case this group of 1 2h protons contributes

roughly 6 percent of the total interroolecular contribution. It is

difficult to estimate the effect of the motion on this contribution but

a nett increase is likely. A factor 2 will be assumed.

rjk 7 "

The effect of motion on the contribution due to proton pairs more
o

then 7 A apart will be treated as negligible though this is not strictly

true. The contribution due to this group is obtained by integration

assuming a uniform proton density,
+ 2

By using the above approximations a value of 4 - 1 G at 98°K may

be quoted for the reduced intermolecular contribution.
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